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PART ONE 

 

MILITARY INTELLIGENCE AND OPERATIONS PARADOX 

Paradox is Intelligence effort gives support to ops but gets no support 

from ops.Ensuing ops and post ops if ops personnel have the mindset to 

pursue the ops action line they can extract intel to support the initial 

Intelligence effort. 

Ops success is generally benchmarked with kill casualty ratio.Not 

Exploitation 

 

Command Paradox. 

Commander exercises control over unit resources and manpower by virtue of 

command.More importantly he oversees unit operations.He as commander plans 

operations with his 2ic and int/ops section.To design ops he invokes int 

support from higher HQ and Int Dets to be informed of avenues of ops 

implementation.But as a commander of an inf unit he exercises complete 

control of unit but his own situational awareness is not complete thus 

uncertainty bites into his proper utilisation of unit resources. 

How? 

For his own complete SA he needs thorough int preparation of his AOR so 

that he can define int requirements.That IPB is absent as int collection 

is largely combat intelligence and not other disciplines of Intelligence 

and Counterintelligence totally lacking in HUMINT ops. 

What higher HQ int assets "see" the ground level from their "altitude"is 

the perceived int support for Bn.What in reality the Bn soldier 

http://www.ijrti.org/
http://section.to/
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sees,accurate intelligence information which is not apparent to higher 

HQ,goes unreported as Bn soldier has no int training and there is no 

organic int unit. 

So what higher HQ or Int Section pushes down to Bn and what is actually 

required by Bn...subtraction of these two are the crucial Intelligence 

gaps,no knowledge of which leads to ops failures and commanders inability 

to appropriately enforce command and control through total situational 

awareness. 

 

My primary effort is designing ops in such a way so that Intelligence 

drives ops and ops in return support intelligence.The mindset of ops 

should be like this: 

Intelligence---ops---(intelligence recovered during ops)---recovered 

intelligence leading to further ops,and modifying initial Intelligence 

 

I remember every infantry officer i met lamented on lack of actionable 

int.True,and it can be addressed by organic unit. 

 

But why do we always look for "actionable int" and rush into ops? Why do 

we deploy int assets to look for "current indicators"? Why the mindset of 

"Now"? 

 

Why not exploit humans,terrain,enemy,be it peace or hostile 

environment,seeking EARLY WARN?Days weeks before the onset of any enemy 

action? Nip in the bud.Detect,Deny,Deter. 

 

Intelligence needs to be redefined. 

It's not knowing the Intent of enemy. 

It's Early Warn which will disclose the Actions of Enemy leading to that 

intent. 

 

Today I break the global doctrinal definition of intelligence. 

Intelligence defined in all country Doctrines is this: Actions taken to 

know Enemy Intent. 

 

My definition is: It's an Early Warn to know in much advance to Enemy 

Attack,the "actions that are behind the actions that lead to Enemy Intent 

of Attack" 

 

So I went further deep,using Intelligence to nip in the bud.Focusing on 

hidden enemy actions leading to his "Intent". 

 

I moved away focus on Intent and went deep in. 

 

US Army says "indicators" of enemy activity are the precursors of 

intelligence operations.You list out "Intelligence requirements" and look 

http://www.ijrti.org/
http://operations.you/
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for "indicators"to support or deny the requirements. 

For example Intelligence requirement #1 can be " I need info whether Enemy 

will attack via Bridge Alpha".So int personnel start looking for 

"indicators" of enemy movement or assembly to or near Bridge Alpha.Denied 

or confirmed by Surveillance and Reconnaissance ops. 

 

But my definition of Intelligence is conducting int ops even in 

vacuum...that is no enemy activity or 

subsequent indicators.My intelligence platoons will persistently and 

systematically conduct intelligence operations on the local population,the 

terrain and enemy, EXPLOIT THEM AND EXTRACT information. 

 

To do this my Intelligence Section will prioritise targets for 

exploitation.Not intelligence requirements but Target information.These 

targets can be an area for recon ops,can be the headman of a village for 

influencing ops,can be terrain for force Protection ops,etc. 

 

Am not waiting for commander to spell out Intelligence requirements and 

then look for indicators. 

Am going deep in...inside an otherwise "no enemy activity" blanket and 

looking for nuggets in sand. 

 

IMPORTANT: 

The commander initiates Intelligence requirements preparation " after he 

receives info about any enemy activity,assemblage,violent action,enemy 

sympathizers-suspect-detainee-POW arrest and interrogation". 

 

But my definition of intelligence as an Early Warn will mean int assets 

exploiting Targets in absence of any enemy activity or threat 

perception,extracting information and thereafter "creating possible target 

profiles,nominating these targets,developing the targets" and "then 

sending to Cdr and Staff to formulate intelligence requirements to pursue 

these targets". 

  

Am sorry but am again changing Doctrine and the concept of Asymmetric 

warfare. 

Kashmir.We need to think differently. 

 

I will coin a term.Asymmetric battle attrition.The situation in Kashmir is 

now that,due to decades of conflict it's an accepted way of combat life 

for both terrorists and troopers.Asymmetric battle attrition or ABA has 

hardened the combat faculties of the terrorist and he finds hard targets 

more lucrative.The idea of deploying more and more soldiers is having the 

reverse effect rather than curbing terrorist attacks.The sight of a group 

of well armed soldiers is no longer a deterrent for the jehadi or 

http://www.ijrti.org/
http://indicators.my/
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fidayeen,on the contrary he will maneuver to cause casualties as well as 

be prepared to suffer casualties.This is not the case with Insurgency 

where insurgents are very conscious of keeping their own casualties to a 

minimum,avoid hard targets and break contact often to retreat to safety. 

 

Kashmir needs changes in perspective.Even though terrorist cells are very 

unlike regular troop formations,terrorist operations although seemingly 

not connected-isolated-sporadic,STILL there is an ops envelope with a 

Rear,Base and Front like conventional warfare. 

 

There is a rear area where they receive directions and plan with their 

handlers or should I say Pakistani masters via communication and 

infiltrated agents,conduct rear counterintelligence operations,conduct 

torture and interrogation of kidnapped civilians and informers etc. 

 

There is a Base which is comprised of sanctuary or safe houses all 

connected by foot contacts,sympathizers,informers..collusion agents..all 

these comprise HUMINT ops which is the main fabric of this Base.Operations 

planning is carried out.Operations are projected from here. 

 

And there is a Front.This part is very difficult to understand and 

perceive,let alone determine physically..BUT FRONT AREAS ARE THERE.I will 

come to it in my next writeup. 

 

If the Rear,Base and Front Areas can be identified,if all the Rear 

ops,Base ops and field ops till forward line of terrorists..if these can 

be determined then we can effectively curb terrorism by treating it as a 

conventional enemy,not the disappearing asymmetric enemy. 

  

I will today bring out the fallacy in our military operations in 

Counterinsurgency domain. 

 

We have NEVER taken intelligence activities as "operations".To us Ops mean 

combat ops,search and rescue ops,seek and destroy ops like in Chattisgarh 

jungle terrain,other forms of contingency ops and routine ops.Wherever you 

see military activity,the jargon is ops,ops and ops. 

We have become so ops centric that we forget that the first line of 

defence is Intelligence and that IT IS NOT A SUPPORT DISCIPLINE BUT AN ARM 

WHICH CAN BE OPERATIONALIZED WITH ATTACK,DEFENSE AND COMBAT SERVICE 

SUPPORT. 

 

Pathetically intelligence,I mean HUMINT,CI( I go against standard 

definition and I classify CI as an intelligence discipline) are seen as 

"support" to Bn Ops planning..the usual formula being Commander lists out 

intelligence requirements IR,int assets are tasked to confirm or deny them 

and ops are then planned,war gaming done,executed.But if you ask me what 

http://www.ijrti.org/
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int collection activities are done,the answer will be very short.It is 

"source" and surveillance.The total array of intelligence activities 

ranging from pure HUMINT,tactical human exploitation, Reconnaissance and 

Surveillance,Armed recon,Topography intelligence,Counterintelligence 

Review- vulnerability review-criticality analysis,Force Protection 

intelligence,Intelligence preparation of the battlefield,to predictive int 

and threat assessments IS ABSENT. 

 

All these can be OPERATIONALIZED into Intelligence Operations.That 

"Operations"mindset we MUST have with regard to intelligence.Like in 

combat ops planning for intelligence ops planning we must have Information 

Requirements in the form of " chosen target profiles,whether or not there 

is threat" in the domains of enemy,terrain and population..allocate int 

assets to deny or confirm these requirements..hence extract indicators ( 

even where no threat or indicators were at all present) and then collate 

analyse and nominate targets,further execute intelligence operations to 

develop these targets,and THEN FEED THIS INTO ROUTINE BN OPS PLANNING FOR 

COMBAT OPS. 

Why do we always go for intelligence requirements formulated by staff for 

commander? Why not have initially the intelligence operations mindset and 

flow into Bn ops? 

Why must We "wait"for enemy action and lament for "actionable 

intelligence" when we can use an EARLY WARN INTELLIGENCE OPS SYSTEM to 

detect,deny and deter the enemy action altogether? Why this "current or 

immediate threat resolution using actionable intelligence" mindset? We 

must move away from "actionable intelligence centric ops" to Early Warn 

intelligence ops.The spectrum of intelligence has a good time gap between 

Early Warn Intelligence and Actionable Intelligence. 

 

We need planned concerted concurrent and synchronised Intelligence and CI 

ops by deploying multidisciplinary intelligence platoons over the entire 

Area of Responsibility. 

 

DETECT.DENY.DETER. 

Concluding part of preceding post: 

 

Why intelligence operations akin to combat operations?Why int as a combat 

arm? How can "int ops"mindset do away with the need and lack of actionable 

intelligence?Some of these questions have been touched on in preceding 

post. 

 

Focus: Asymmetric Enemy.He is terribly handicapped w.r.t counterinsurgents 

combat capability,comm,CSS,strength and other battlefield 

operating systems.To offset this huge disadvantage he relies heavily on 

HUMINT, Reconnaissance and Surveillance, Counterintelligence,PsyOps and 

http://www.ijrti.org/
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OSINT.I will categorically state he employs intelligence assets more 

extensively and proactively than our security forces.To conduct 

intelligence operations successfully operators and agents need to be on 

ground amongst population,in physical terrain and proximity zones to enemy 

bases.We cannot.We have stay garrisoned.Safety and security considerations 

inhibit depth of int operations.Bn commander won't let CI personnel to go 

out.All activities are reduced to source contact and collection of combat 

int. 

 

Terribly wrong.What is required is Tactical Human Exploitation,and at 

least 7 diff types of intelligence disciplines OPERATIONALIZED. 

 

The insurgent does not have Fort Mentality.Cloaked in civilian attire he 

can carry out all intelligence operations in all 3 viz population,terrain 

and areas/routes/zones of Bn AOR freely.Intelligence for him is not just 

source based.Out of sheer need of survivability and asymmetric 

disadvantage he has unconsciously evolved all intelligence operations 

multidisciplinary in nature without being a graduate of intelligence 

school.Come to think of it out schools do not teach multidimensional ISR 

ops..it's "int" and "int" and the effort spectrum towards the high end 

hitech aerial surveillance assets,satellite imagery which have very very 

little bearing on COIN.But look at the insurgent..he employs specialised 

multidisciplinary tactics and techniques out of dire need to survive 

....and to kill. 

 

From this perspective am very very sorry to say that despite huge 

advantage Force wise we are not a match for insurgents.Tell me how many 

ops do we make contact with enemy? I'll tell you.2-4%.Am not counting 

interdiction or seizure of arms/explosives caches.I am talking of Bn ops 

conducted throughout the year.Why this pathetically low percentage? 

Insurgent very elusive.NO! It's not that. 

It's the success of int they employ.More than that they have unconsciously 

operationalized intelligence.But we haven't. 

 

It's high time.To rewrite COIN Battle doctrine.Change the Way of Battle. 

  

Intelligence Battle Plan for Kashmir: 

In my immediate preceding posts i negated actionable intelligence centric 

ops,and advocated the need of full scale Early Warn Intelligence Ops. 

 

We need to move away from concentration of force-deterrent strategy and 

adopt an intelligence operational environment guided strategy. 

 

http://www.ijrti.org/
http://forces.to/
http://garrisoned.safety/
http://operations.bn/
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In my preceding post written few days back I proved by argument terrorists 

even though asymmetric in nature have a conventional fabric with a Rear 

area,a base and Forward area.Treating them this way we can apply 

conventional tactics and techniques to curb terrorism outright.But having 

this mindset is most important..my concept is against all doctrines 

and experience.In a later article I'll detail how to identify the 

conventional disposition of an otherwise elusive asymmetric enemy. 

 

For now I'll focus on an int battle plan concept.You can't write long in a 

LinkedIn post so I'll be very brief and in later articles propound 

further. 

 

Treat intelligence operations like combat ops.There is 

C2,comm,maneuver,tactics,combat support services( CI,Force protection 

int),Rear,base and Forward area.Ill detail this combat 

flavour later.Now as int is like a conventional formation,there is a 

forward line of own troops and beyond that enemy areas.This FLOT can be 

drawn accross the Valley as Counterintelligence Control Line and HUMINT 

Control line,with nodes in all possible access,ingress and egress points 

like roadblocks, checkpoints,access points created by demarcation of 

cities and districts in a planned way to control and guide human terrain 

movement and more examples. 

 

The two control lines if planned and drawn carefully with best 

communication with int base,int operators and teams in the field and human 

and jungle terrain,will act as the int battle envelopes FLOT and a variety 

of on the spot int extraction tactics can be conducted on 

suspects,detainees refugees at the nodes. 

 

Now we use Intelligence Projection much like Force Projection where you 

have capability to project int assets stationed far away from base to even 

further enemy areas.From these control line nodes we can push int assets 

deeper into terrain and villages right upto terrorists bases and rear on 

"ISR missions"..but bear in mind to support them we must have ( my 

creation of Int Bn) multidisciplinary int teams in the AOR. 

 

The control lines can prove to be a very powerful interdiction throughout 

the State..but as I said three mindset commanders must have: 

1.Don't harp only on Actionable int centric immediate and imminent enemy 

action resolution 

2.Treat intelligence as a full combat arm with its own battlespace 

3.Treat asymmetric enemy as conventional enemy 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

http://www.ijrti.org/
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A New Approach To Kashmir: 

 

Today I propound a COIN Theorem. 

Theorem: The terrorists battlespace can be reduced from an elusive 

uncertain environment to conventional battlespace. 

Theorem Corollary #1: If so,then army conventional battle TTPs can be 

employed decisively. 

Theorem Corollary#2: Terrorists are not trained in conventional battle so 

will be wiped out. 

Theorem Corollary#3: In order for the theorem premise to be effective Army 

doctrine needs to be changed with respect to intelligence and operations. 

 

Executive Summary: 

To confine the threat to a conventional battlespace we must define and 

ascertain the disposition of the enemy with respect to 

Rear,Base,Frontline,Tactical forward Areas,Tactical communications,combat 

service support and logistical support.We must ascertain his 

C2,maneuver,intelligence,CI,and rear operations. 

 

Frontline: The terrorist won't launch attack from base,bases are the house 

sanctuaries he gets from sympathizers or using coercion.Beyond the 

villages are hilly zones which are his Rear Area of Ops.This I'll come to 

in a later post.The base is actually a diluted staggered profile with the 

intent to stay dispersed and divide the strength and attention of search 

operations.Communications with masters,handlers,tactical ground comm all 

are done in Rear Areas,ops planning,torture and interrogation and 

Counterintelligence are all Rear Area ops. 

Logistical support there is but my preceding post detailed 

counterintelligence and HUMINT control lines crisscrosing all districts 

and these can totally curb logistical support if done effectively. 

Now for the Field,frontline and Tactical forward nodes.Terrorists move in 

very small squads in dispersed maneuver,each with their own area of 

responsibility.They demarcate the front line,forward area and deep areas 

by proper topographical intelligence.They will go further than their bases 

and select Tactical halt and launch points,few kilometres away from 

frontline which is frequented by security forces or passing 

vehicles/convoys.These tactical halt/launch points are dispersed abandoned 

houses or any structure, even hilly area with a vantage point which act as 

storage,preparation,fallback,observation post and radio/cellular comm. 

These halt nodes will be in comm with all the other tactical halt nodes 

which are very dispersed and not linear and hence this comm line creates a 

tactical forward base just inside the frontline.A sort of frontline of own 

troops( terrorists).FLOT. 

 

http://www.ijrti.org/
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Next.Very few kilometres from here is the frontline for targeting. Tactics 

can vary from direct assault to ambush or suicide missions.The space 

between FLOT and frontline is not empty.Enemy forward recon and 

surveillance all along the front line perimeter and inside is conducted to 

determine fields of fire,ambush points,IED placement,troops movement and 

periodicity of movement. 

 

The FLOT launches the enemy in a sporadic nonlinear manner so that an 

attack can happen today ,next attack 2 days later. 

(Contd next post) 

 

 

 

KASHMIR SOLUTION...APPLYING CONVENTIONAL WARFARE TO TERRORISTS TREATING 

THEM AS CONVENTIONAL ENEMY 

 

Continued from previous post: 

 

Tactical Command Post are along the FLOT and combat service support 

executed by sympathisers and collusion agents in the form of intelligence 

and Force protection vulnerability information and beyond front lines 

innocent looking villagers do recon and surveillance to inform about red 

flags. 

 

Very briefly I have depicted a conventional battlespace.Army needs to 

conduct primarily HUMINT ( please not the usual int activities we 

understand,it's reqd but very insuff),tactical human exploitation 

ops,recon and surveillance ops,topography ops,CI in order to determine the 

line connecting Bases,the Rear areas and HQ,the FLOT,the CSS,the deep 

recon by civilians ,fuse all these into target profiles,nominate targets 

from this and prioritise,develop these targets,execute MDMP and then use 

conventional ops to wipe out the enemy. 

 

The idea to view Kashmir semiurban battlespace and hilly terrain as 

conventional battlespace is very powerful.As long as asymmetric mindset 

retains its hold on the thinking and strategy of commanders,there will be 

the underlying current of belief and apprehension that terrorists are 

elusive,their movements and actions unpredictable and uncertain and early 

warning not available. 

 

http://www.ijrti.org/
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This mindset more importantly negatively taxes the security forces in that 

1.Soldiers have to be deployed everywhere to "detect the needle in the 

haystack"..overwhelming resources unnecessarily deployed which could have 

been employed for more gainful purposes to meet units other mission 

objectives 

2.Such a large scale deployment of armed soldiers,over time makes the 

population and terrorists immune to "fear through presence" and especially 

terrorists shift from targeting soft targets to hard targets with impunity 

3.Such heavy deployment forces the terrorists to carefully plan secure 

bases,rear areas and associated HQ nodes,secure movement and maneuver and 

secure communications.The extensive force deployment adds exponentially to 

the safety and security considerations of the terrorists enhancing their 

capability of Terrorist Decision & Planning Process giving way to 

increased intelligence,HUMINT,CI, Reconnaissance and Surveillance 

operations and COA planning. 

 

Please refer to my immediate preceding article.The current Force Mass 

Deployment Deterrence strategy in Kashmir paves the way for the terrorist 

to define and implement military type conventional disposition in terms of 

Forward,Rear,Tactical forward,Tactical communications and Bases,all with 

one or two manned HQ elements with one primary difference from the 

military in that the total configuration is templated non linearly and 

distributed to bypass detection. 

 

I said "paves the way"..it should be "enhances" as it's my strong belief 

there was always a conventional setup.But military doctrine led acceptance 

of a different battle strategy for "asymmetric enemy" precluded thinking 

and action to determine whether they follow a conventional setup. 

 

The entire framework of war changes 180 degrees with the acceptance of 

conventional battlespace. 

 

The only way to locate these enemy positions is by raising an independent 

MI Bn or BDE and organic int units in infantry Bn, and deploying 

multidimensional int teams to conduct not int activities but int 

operations PERSISTENTLY over the human,terrain and enemy strongly 

supported by the Counterintelligence Control Line nodes and HUMINT CL 

nodes I detailed earlier coupled with Influence and Prosecution targeting. 

 

Let's fight the "Asymmetric Enemy" with a Conventional Battle mindset. 

 

We have fought for several decades with Asymmetric mindset.Why not fight 

few years with intelligence? 

http://www.ijrti.org/
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Let's change the Way of Battle if we want Peace to return. 

 

 

SHAPING AN ASYMMETRIC BATTLESPACE TO CONFORM TO CONVENTIONAL BATTLE 

STRATEGIES. 

 

( Here I show the way out of Asymmetric War mindset.The int battle given 

below is only a template.It can be built upon fully by MDMP, 

brainstorming,int war gaming and all enhancements possible) 

 

Abandoning the asymmetric warfare constraints and the practise to forego 

Conventional offensive measures due to the problem of 

discerning/identifying enemy and assets,we can employ all conventional 

battlefield operating systems,viz C2,Comm,maneuver,mobility,firepower 

CSS,when we will employ intelligence rather than combat operations. 

In my earlier article I replaced "intelligence requirements" for commander 

with Target Profiles compiled "after initial full intelligence ops" be it 

in vacuum or threat environment. 

 

The asymmetric battlespace can be viewed as a conventional one from an 

intelligence perspective and the strategy is to impress upon this 

battlespace an "intelligence war" on conventional combat lines.Then the 

constraints due to the Asymmetric nature will no longer be there. 

We identify high priority targets HPT in each sector and subarea of the 

entire battlespace and targets influence network.We use our "weapons" viz 

influence tactics,human exploitation tactics supported by our "Combat 

Service Support CSS"viz.counterintelligence,embedded Force protection 

security element.We further use our weapons or firepower viz HUMINT and 

TACHUMINT tactics on other selected high value targets HVT.Interspersed 

will be covert C2 HQs and tactical CP.All these operations will be in 

local civilian areas but ops in enemy terrain will be armed 

Reconnaissance.Another weapon Surveillance will be employed wherever 

deemed necessary.Mobility of the enemy will be curbed using 

counterintelligence control line drawn through a chain of 

roadblocks,checkpoints and other access/ingress/egress control points. 

 

As all these tactical operations are conducted in all the sectors,the 

underlying strategy will be to maneuver all targets to gain Intelligence 

on the primary and secondary leadership and using the CSS police 

prosecution,apprehend and prosecute.All the tactical int battles will be 

maneuvered ( communications linking all sectors) to zero on the leadership 

or leadership network.The Reconnaissance and Surveillance operations in 

enemy terrain like jungles will have embedded forward tactical C2 linked 

to base C2 through comm.Here is where combat comes in and deep recon SF 

http://www.ijrti.org/
http://template.it/
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can carry out targeting after feeds from R&S assets. 

 

I gave an example of superimposed conventional battle on an asymmetric 

enemy. 

Initial detection and identification to prepare HVT and HPT lists very imp 

to commence an Intelligence Battle. 

 

Intelligence War Template: 

Conventional battle against asymmetric enemy. 

 

Fuse all available information from int database and IPB,historical 

data,police records,Source folders and prepare a list of high value 

targets HVT and high priority targets HPT.Further divide the Area of 

Operations into sectors and sub sectors and ensure each of them 

contributes to Target list.Also include targets for influencing 

ops,targets from coterie of these influence targets. 

 

Demarcate village and related areas as forward areas,enemy terrain like 

jungles and hills as deep forward areas.Establish covert C2 nodes in 

forward areas and tactical C2 in deep forward areas( for Reconnaissance 

ops,armed recon ops). Establish covert command posts in areas near forward 

area.Demarcate rear ops area.Establish covert tactical operating 

bases.Both bases and C2 can be in areas where subjects are friendly.Other 

locations can also be determined depending upon threat existence and 

terrain. 

To ensure battlefield operating system of Mobility,prepare a detailed list 

of pro-force civilians and sources coupled with police to facilitate 

unhindered movement.Establish counterintelligence control lines through 

all check points and road blocks,with embedded CI agents in security at 

these nodes to ensure countermobility for enemy. 

 

Now next phase in Planning.Inventorize int arsenal of HUMINT and TACHUMINT 

assets and using the delivery platforms of int personnel deploy these at 

every area and subarea against the respective targets.Employ the combat 

service support Counterintelligence to protect these assets,contribute to 

countermobility,and conduct offensive operations in each area and 

subarea.The weapons available like HUMINT ops,Human exploitation ops, 

Surveillance ops..employ these to execute dispersed distributed battle 

ops.The deep forward area will see Reconnaissance ops and armed 

Reconnaissance ops. 

Covert communications network is the key.And coordinated synchronised 

command control linkages between all the C2 nodes in the entire AO.All 

this can be achieved through a planned communications network. 

This synchronised and coordinated comm and C2 will enable maneuver on each 

area and subarea using influence targeting ops. 

http://www.ijrti.org/
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Tactical objective should be compromising and influencing targets who will 

assist in other int operations directed at HVTs. and HPTs.Second tactical 

objective will be establishing linkages between targets of 

contiguous areas.So that every tactical maneuver in each area can 

influence targeting in adjoining or distant areas. 

Now coherently execute all maneuvers in such a way so that areas with HVTs 

and HPTs are targeted with the final phase of DECISIVE OPERATIONS to 

neutralize,prosecute or compromise these HVTs and HPTs. 

 

 

This is just a template of int battle.It can be populated with several 

modifications and insights/enhancements. 

 

 ( Continued from previous post) SHAPING AN ASYMMETRIC BATTLESPACE TO 

CONFORM TO CONVENTIONAL BATTLE STRATEGIES. 

 

THE ARGUMENTS IN FAVOUR OF INTELLIGENCE WAR.ON CONVENTIONAL BATTLE LINES. 

 

The Conventional battle principles of Economy of Force,Concentration of 

Mass,Centers of Gravity,Maneuver all of them can be configured to suit an 

all out Intelligence War on an asymmetric enemy.Three points need to be 

understood very clearly which will highlight to change our mindset of not 

being able to apply conventional warfare tactics and strategy to 

asymmetrical battlespace.We can INDEED shape the battlespace on 

conventional lines using Intelligence AKIN TO A COMBAT ARM. 

 

The 3 points: 

1.Due to the very definition of asymmetry the enemy suffers a huge 

disadvantage in military terms.There is a marked imbalance in all the 

battlefield operating systems such as Firepower,Combat Service 

Support,etc. SAVE Intelligence.Yes,save intelligence.To offset this 

imbalance the enemy relies heavily on its own sources, facilitators,turned 

police informers,locals,insider agents,compromised personnel etc to gather 

intelligence,conduct counterintelligence ops,execute Reconnaissance and 

Surveillance.The Force disadvantage that the enemy suffers is negated to 

some extent and to a very good extent in other cases by using intelligence 

as a Force Multiplier.The enemy has no other option but to rely on 

intelligence,surveillance and reconnaissance ISR. 

The security forces cannot move freely and with impunity in the human 

terrain due to risk factors and several other considerations.But the enemy 

is local.So the enemy can far better conduct Intelligence ops compared to 

the security forces.So in the asymmetric warfare domain conventional 

forces suffer a disadvantage in at least one battle field operating 

system. 

 

Continued Next Post 

http://www.ijrti.org/
http://areas.so/
http://battle.it/
http://intelligence.to/
http://local.so/
http://forces.so/
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THE ARGUMENTS IN FAVOUR OF INTELLIGENCE WAR.ON CONVENTIONAL BATTLE LINES. 

 

............continued.The 3 points: 

 

2.But the enemy has certain downsides which makes an all out Intelligence 

War more feasible for the security forces on conventional battle lines. 

 

a) The enemy is not militarily indoctrinated in all disciplines of 

intelligence like the Army int personnel.Soldiers understand clearly the 

tactics,techniques and procedures of HUMINT, 

Counterintelligence,TACHUMINT,R&S.The variety in multidisciplinary 

intelligence is not known to them. 

b) Enemy does not have intelligence and CI Doctrine,Field Manuals so as to 

have regular training. 

c) Enemy does not have training or published resources to understand the 

concepts,tactics,techniques and procedures of conventional battles,for 

instance how to shape the battlefield using tactics and maneuver.THIS 

POINT MUST BE NOTED IN PARTICULAR.Its the strongest argument in favour of 

imposing an all out intelligence war on CONVENTIONAL BATTLE LINES.As the 

enemy is not trained in conventional battle,IT CANNOT APPLY CONVENTIONAL 

TTPs ,Maneuver or in other words all the battlefield operating systems 

CONFIGURED TO INTELLIGENCE AS A COMBAT ARM.BUT ARMY CAN.IF ARMY HAS THAT 

MINDSET.I have given in my preceding post a template of intelligence 

battle.WE CAN,AFTER APPLYING INTUITIVE THINKING AND CREATIVITY SEE 

INTELLIGENCE WAR WITH ALL THE BOS OF CONVENTIONAL WAR. 

The enemy can't.This leads us to the third point. 

 

3.TACTICS NOT THE ENEMY..In a battle of enemy plans ambush and security 

forces adopt counter ambush tactics,the enemy is thrown into a disarray.If 

enemy is out on Reconnaissance or Surveillance,counter Reconnaissance and 

Surveillance tactics comes as a strong surprise to the enemy.Its not 

necessary to apply the same counter plan to the enemy's move,but tactics 

from the same domain of the enemy's move prove particularly effective.A 

single tactic can have a spectrum or domain from low intensity to high 

intensity,these can be further augmented by other tactics to increase 

effectiveness. 

 

The enemy relies heavily on Intelligence.BUT THE ENEMY DOES NOT KNOW HOW 

TO APPLY BOS.WE DO.WE EMPLOY INTELLIGENCE..HUMINT ops,TACHUMINT ops,R&S 

etc are the "weapons" employed with TTPs and each tactical Intelligence 

operation maneuvered to gradually shape the battlespace towards the 

decisive intelligence operations. 

 

http://www.ijrti.org/
http://lines.as/
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IT HAS TO BE AN ALL OUT INTELLIGENCE WAR.IF WE CAN FIGHT DECADES USING 

STANDARD ASSYMETRIC WARFARE DOCTRINE,WE CAN DEVOTE FEW YEARS TO CONFIGURE 

AND DEVELOP THE BATTLESPACE TO BE AMENABLE TO INTELLIGENCE WAR. 

 

We write Army Doctrines.I have observed Doctrines are born out of need of 

refinement,reconfiguration,restructuring and of late adaptation to an 

adapting enemy.But Doctrines constrain us in seperate perception 

channels.We have Asymmetric Warfare manual.We have large scale conflict 

manual.Field manuals in Intelligence make us train and retrain in TTPs 

suitable for a particular battlespace environment.Yes work is going on and 

even being implemented about switching from one battle environment and 

enemy type to another. 

 

But that is not my point.We have rigidly defined and maintained a clear 

distinction between Asymmetric Enemy and Conventional Enemy.Yes by all 

counts there are a hundred arguments to prove asymmetric imbalance and 

asymmetric properties characteristic of the Enemy.And support arguments 

for Asymmetric warfare TTPs. 

 

But this conflict spectrum which we have created from distinct warfare 

modes LIC to Nuclear traps our mind into fixed patterns of warfare type 

specific warfare resolution. 

Has anyone till today attempted to see the Terrorist or Insurgent as part 

of a conventional Force?The Enemy has to it's advantage certain factors 

that would otherwise look ridiculous for our military organization's 

setup.Widespread dispersion,population and jungle terrain,non linear 

distributed battlespace enables the enemy to have bases,transit 

points,FLOT,Tactical C2,communications,Rear areas and single point HQ and 

subordinate nodes...all but indiscernible. 

 

They are there,we can't see. 

 

As we can't see we cannot employ conventional TTPs. 

 

The solution lies in conducting full scale,persistent, multidisciplinary 

intelligence operations,armed Reconnaissance and Surveillance operations, 

Counterintelligence..over the ENTIRE AREA OF OP and AREAS OF 

INTEREST...BUT WITH A TOTAL INF TYPE OPERATIONS MINDSET.INTELLIGENCE AS 

COMBAT ARM. 

 

Then we can get to know Enemy layout and plan accordingly on conventional 

lines. 

http://www.ijrti.org/
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PART TWO 

Intelligence States. 

 

1.State of Rest.Intelligence Potential Energy: 

When we conduct intelligence and Counterintelligence activities in static 

mode.For example vulnerability assessment of installation.Red teaming to 

know critical assets of installation.Counterintelligence Review.Deception 

to protect information and base operations.Here intelligence is static.Due 

to this it has inherent potential energy.It is relating to masses of 

personnel and equipment to be protected.It is residing in these resources 

of unit as a protection pervading them.Invisible,static and embedded.The 

summation is it's Potential Energy at Rest. 

 

Corollary: By virtue of having potential energy intelligence has a virtual 

Mass. 

 

2.State of motion.Intelligence Kinetic Energy: 

When targets for exploitation,elicitation,questioning, Interrogation and 

extraction are subjected to these tactics,the latter brings about a 

dynamic operator-target environment the intelligence derivation and 

interpretation of which will lead to further execution of tactics and a 

"flow" of information towards other targets,towards command control nodes 

and maneuver.Here intelligence is in motion.So is 

Counterintelligence.Intelligence activities can be thought of a flow 

lines.Attacking 

nodes.Skimming,extracting,penetrating,infiltrating,maneuvering.A bunch of 

flow lines renders a "shape" of intelligence moving forwards with a 

"velocity". Thus possessing Kinetic Energy.The kinetic energy is the 

"flow" or movement by the target or of the target in thoughts or actions 

manifested by indicators that surface when target takes a COA,or connects 

with the environment as a result of the int tactics used on him and moves 

in a particular fashion,and say surveillance is now executed or a repeat 

of further int tactics if a target tree is exposed. 

 

Corollary: The kinetic energy is the volume flow of int tactics through 

the target to other targets or environment.So in int operations more 

importance should be given to resultant effect on target due to all 

tactics and "where these effects lead to" and not on the spot exploitation 

and neutralization of the target. 

 

By virtue of having mass,potential energy and kinetic energy intelligence 

has the Force dimension going by the equation F= Mass x Acceleration.If i 

drop acceleration due to change for the time being,a state of intelligence 

activity ( the flow) from a state of rest is also acceleration and hence 

intelligence assumes the dimensions and attributes of a Force. 

http://www.ijrti.org/
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I as an intelligencer adopt COAs to attack intelligence wise a group of 

targets and/or their environment TO COLLECT INTELLIGENCE. 

Next i adopt a different set of COAs to use all intelligence from first 

operations for decisive operations,that is military targeting.So the 

characteristics of earlier operation CHANGES to this operation ,the 

earlier flow changes direction from collection of intelligence to ops 

targeting..so we have Acceleration.So an intelligence Force comes into 

play which if properly guided,enhanced by physical resources as part of 

facilitating ops will slowly engulf and neutralize the targets with 

battlefield operating systems of intelligence maneuver,mobility and 

countermobility,C2,Counterintelligence and it's innate firepower of 

tactics and techniques. 

 

Mind it ,be it collection or targeting,in both cases intelligence assumes 

the dimension of Force. 

 

SHAPING AN ASYMMETRIC BATTLESPACE TO CONFORM TO CONVENTIONAL 

BATTLE.DRUGS,TERRORISM, INSURGENCY,HYBRID. 

 

Conventional Warfare has Battle Operating Systems of: 

C2 

Firepower 

Maneuver 

Mobility 

Combat Service Support 

Apart from logistics not that muchrelevant in intelligence warfare.But I 

will explore it. 

 

I will attempt here,in my pursuit to see an asymmetric battlespace from a 

conventional battle mindset,to assign Battlefield Operating System 

attributes to Intelligence Warfare. 

And thus prove my point that intelligence has all the qualities to be 

equivalent to a COMBAT ARM,NOT SUPPORT DISCIPLINE,and can do joint 

maneuver with Combat ops or stand alone ops.Be it war against terrorism, 

insurgency or drugs a structured conventional combat type of intelligence 

war is extremely effective.Please see my 2 days earlier post on ARGUMENTS 

IN FAVOUR OF INTELLIGENCE WAR. 

 

INTELLIGENCE BATTLE OPERATING SYSTEMS:- 

 

1.FIELD OFFICERS,HANDLERS, RECONNAISSANCE AND SURVEILLANCE TEAM LEADERS=C2 

http://www.ijrti.org/
http://ops.be/
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2.COVERT OPS NODES=TACTICAL HQ/C2 

 

3.COVERT CONTROL NODES IN ENEMY TERRAIN=FWD TACTICAL C2 

 

4.COVERT COMMUNICATIONS=COMM 

 

5.HUMINT,TACHUMINT=FIREPOWER 

 

6.INT AGENTS= WPN DELIVERY PLATFORMS 

 

7.HUMINT TACTICS,TACHUMINT TACTICS, RECONNAISSANCE AND 

SURVEILLANCE,TACTICAL HUMAN EXPLOITATION,ELICITATION,INTERROGATION= BATTLE 

TTPs 

 

8.INFLUENCE TARGETING,NON KINETIC ATTACK MODES= MANEUVER 

 

9.COUNTERINTELLIGENCE=CSS PROSECUTION,OTHER POLICE ASSISTANCE=CSS 

 

10.TTPs and INFLUENCE OPS TO FACILITATE MOVEMENT=MOBILITY 

 

11.TACHUMINT,OTHER TASK ORGANIZED ASSETS=FORMATION 

 

12.ENEMY TERRAIN=DEEP FWD AREA 

 

13.VILLAGES,ENEMY FREQUENTED CIVIL AREAS=FWD AREA 

 

FURTHER:- 

DEMARCATE AREA OF OPS, DIVIDED FURTHER INTO SECTORS AND SUBAREA 

 

DEFINE BASE HQ 

DEFINE REAR AREA AND HQ 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.ijrti.org/
http://6.int/
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INTELLIGENCE WAR 

 

COMMAND CONTROL COMMUNICATIONS,INTELLIGENCE WEAPONS DELIVERY 

PLATFORM,INTELLIGENCE FIREPOWER AND WEAPONS,TACTICAL BATTLES,MANEUVER,AND 

ALL THE OTHER INTELLIGENCE COMBAT OPERATING SYSTEMS CAN BE FOUND IN 

PRECEDING POST. 

 

STEP1.PREPARATION OF CITY BATTLESPACE. 

Conduct HUMINT,TACHUMINT R&S OPS ( have the mindset to use as offensive 

weapon deployment,forego the HUMINT concept of being passive) to compile 

all information on: 

Enemy positions in FWD Area and Deep FWD area ( infested with drug 

operators and mafia agents and "deep" those totally in control of Drug 

mafia). 

Enemy C2 nodes Fwd Area and Deep Fwd Area. 

Enemy strength 

Enemy intel apparatus 

Enemy firepower 

Enemy Combat Service Support(firepower support teams,deception 

teams,counterintelligence teams,force protection teams,gangs with mutual 

interest) 

Enemy facilitators,abettors,sympathizers 

Enemy logistics 

Enemy battle tactics,techniques 

Note: TACHUMINT IS MILITARY TERM.IN DRUG WAR IT CAN BE A TASK ORGANIZED 

DEA AGENT+ CI AGENT+HUMINT AGENT. 

 

STEP2. 

DEVELOPMENT OF CITY BATTLESPACE. 

Set up COMMAND POSTS in security forces dominated areas,HEADQUARTERS BOTH 

REAR AND FORWARD( Covert),COMMUNICATION between all command posts and HQ 

nodes and INTEL ATTACK TEAMS,POLICE UNITS( OUR COMBAT SERVICE SUPPORT). 

Establish BASE HQ,inner to FWD AREA. 

Establish covert TACTICAL FWD COMMAND CONTROL NODES ( HQ)AND DEEP FWD 

NODES.Establish covert communication this way.HUMINT teams will report to 

BASE HQ and TACHUMINT teams to TACTICAL FWD AND DEEP FWD C2 

NODES.TACHUMINT will constantly need to change ops and all gathered intel 

will be sent to TACTICAL FWD AND DEEP C2. 

 

STEP3. BATTLEFIELD OPERATING SYSTEM OF MOBILITY AND COUNTERMOBILITY. 

Establish a COUNTERINTELLIGENCE CONTROL LINE passing through the entire 

city through all police and army checkpoints,roadblocks,where CI agents 

will be embedded.TACTICAL QUESTIONING,INTERROGATION OF SUSPECTS , 

REFUGEES,DETAINEES WILL CURB ENEMY MOBILITY AND SEARCH OPS OF VEHICLES AND 

PEOPLE WILL YIELD DRUGS AND WPNS AND IDENTITY. 

http://www.ijrti.org/
http://term.in/
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This CCL is the one of the most important control system. 

 

STEP4.TARGETING FOLDERS. 

Using STEP1,detect HIGH PRIORITY TARGETS( LEADERSHIP), HIGH VALUE TARGETS( 

ENEMY PERSONNEL FACILITATING DRUG CONSIGNMENTS MGMT, 

LOGISTICS,PROTECTION),BLACKLISTS ( HIT TEAMS,COMBAT SERVICE SUPPORT 

TEAMS,ASSASINATION TEAMS ETC),GREY LIST( COTERIE OF ALL THE 

ABOVE,SYMPATHIZERS,FACILITATORS,ABBETORS) AND WHITE LIST( PRO SECURITY 

FORCES ENEMY PERSONNEL,INFLUENTIAL PERSONS,ETC). 

 

 

STEP5.NOMINATE TARGETS FROM ABOVE TO PRIORITIZE,DEVELOP THESE TARGET 

FOLDERS,AND FORWARD TO INTELLIGENCE OPS SECTION FOR ANTIDRUG DECISION 

PLANNING PROCESS ,and the INT STAFF AND CDR WILL THEN WARGAME,AND ZERO TO 

COURSES OF ACTION WITH CLEARLY DEFINED MISSION STATEMENT, CDR INTENT AND 

MISSION OBJECTIVES. 

 

STEP6.THE BATTLE USING MANEUVER.I WILL DETAIL IN FUTURE. 

 

SHAPING A CITY BATTLESPACE IN DRUGS WARFARE ON CONVENTIONAL COMBAT BATTLE 

LINES BUT WITH INTELLIGENCE. 

 

INTELLIGENCE WAR 

 

Even if the city battlespace is dotted with buildings and physical 

structures that does not mean to have a battlefield we need empty terrain 

with discernible enemy C2 nodes,camps,uniform,weapons in 

depots,POL,armoured vehicles and jet hangers. 

The city CAN be viewed as a conventional battlefield by assuming enemy 

disposition being staggered,non linear and distributed. 

 

STEP1:Detect and identify Hot Spots in the entire Forward Area.These are 

areas in the Forward Area with heightened enemy activity. 

STEP2:Detect and identify an imaginary curve around the HS which will 

contain enemy combat service support ,logistics nodes. 

STEP3:Install a covert command post CP in this area around HS.It can be 

housed with Max 4 personnel.This CP will deploy,assign and direct HUMINT 

and TACHUMINT ( Task organized HUMINT DEA CI agents) to carry out Tactics 

Techniques( Intelligence Weapons,firepower) ,and Deception,Influencing 

operations on the enemy in that HS node. 

Step4.Conduct SIMULTANEOUS attack ops on seperate minimum 4 Hot Spots with 

intent being to identify HVT and HPT.Execute HUMINT and TACHUMINT 

operations on them coupled with Surveillance.Objective=NOT to always 

http://www.ijrti.org/
http://hs.it/
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attack with our CSS like Armed raid or Police( as corollary to these 

Intelligence attacks) but to detect and measure the amount of first order 

and second order effect due to these ops on the other Hot Spots of the 

remaining three or more.WHAT AM SPEAKING HERE IS BATTLE MANEUVER.Using 

offensive tactical ops and source ops.There will be short bursts of fire ( 

CSS like police will raid and arrest,apprehend small consignments) to 

provoke enemy action in the other Hot Spots AND THAT ACTION IS OUR MAIN 

OBJECTIVE which will be observed using Surveillance Ops.POINT IS BY USING 

TACTICAL OFFENSIVE OPS AND COMBAT SUPPORT WE MANEUVER EACH HOT SPOT 

OPERATION TO INFLUENCE OTHER HOTSPOTS SO THAT ENEMY IS FORCED TO ACT AND 

REVEAL ITS C2 NODES,CONSIGNMENTS AND LOGISTICS.For ex through enemy 

linkages( and this is one which is offensive operation mission objective 

to detect) information may go to one Hot Spot to move consignment to 

safety or that a command control node has been detected and has to 

be relocated.Now Surveillance ops running at that HS can with help of CSS 

detect these and offensive action can be carried out using arrest,raid or 

liquidation. 

 

This was a part of the all out Intelligence battle in the city area of 

ops.I left out the Deep Fwd Area where similar ops can be conducted.Ops in 

Deep Fwd Area can be maneuvered with Ops in Fwd Area to destroy the full 

network and consignments. 

Each Command Post in each Hot Spot area will be in covert communication 

with each other and control the blanket of joint maneuver. 

I didn't touch on the Counterintelligence Control line or 

Rear ops.Later.As for individual weapons fire like each HUMINT TACHUMINT 

operation I won't detail now. 

INTELLIGENCE MANEUVER BATTLE OPEATING SYSTEM AGAINST DRUG CARTELS.UNIQUE 

THAN EVERY STRATEGY IN THAT AM REPLACING COMBAT WITH INTELLIGENCE AS 

WEAPONS. 

TREATING INTEL AS COMBAT AND USING COMBAT BOS SUPERIMPOSED ON INTEL AND 

CONFIGURING INTEL BATTLES WITH MANEUVER TO FINAL DECISIVE BATTLE. 

We must give Intelligence its place it deserves,a combat arm.Intelligence 

is due this respect for ages.We must adapt our Doctrine and give the same 

battlefield operating systems we attribute till today to conventional war 

,to intelligence battle.WE MUST HAVE THE MINDSET THAT INTELLIGENCE HAS ITS 

OWN WEAPONS ,OWN WEAPONS DELIVERY PLATFORMS ,COMM,LOGISTICS,C2,MOBILITY 

AND COUNTERMOBILITY,COMBAT SERVICE SUPPORT AND MANEUVER. 

 

We must bring in an era of intelligence warfare.We must execute 

intelligence battles and maneuver to the decisive battle.We must change 

the way of Battle.Not replace combat ops but also not be relegated to a 

"support discipline"..rather be the one edge of the double edged sword of 

War. 

http://www.ijrti.org/
http://relocated.now/
http://ops.later.as/
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I HAVE DEVISED EQUATIONS DESCRIBING DRUG WAR: 

 

1.(Intelligence weaponry+CSS)x( No of nodal attacks)+ Maneuver=ACTUAL 

COMBAT Equivalent Enhanced 

2.Summation of {(Intelligence attack) x (2nd and 3rd order effect)} + 

Maneuver=TOTAL DESTRUCTION OF CARTEL 

3.Cartel Efficiency= (Cartel CI + HUMINT)/ INT Maneuver 

 

  

INTELLIGENCE BATTLE : DRUGS,TERRORISM 

 

We can weaponize Intelligence.Readers please read my earlier posts for an 

overview how Intelligence can be used as a combat arm. 

In combat operations we deploy combat assets supported by combat service 

support elements CSS.The correct deployment is crucial.After correct and 

accurate assessment of enemy's course of action COA.Thereafter tactical 

operations are conducted at various sectors of the AO,and maneuver is 

utilised to zero in on the most crucial battle which will help us to 

obtain overall strategic objectives. 

If Intelligence is to be treated as a combat arm,we need to assess 

correctly enemy dispositions so as to deploy int weapons ( 

HUMINT,TACHUMINT) and combat service support elements( 

Counterintelligence,Police,Deception,Force Protection) accurately.We can 

treat even a city like Columbia a conventional type battlespace.WE ONLY 

NEED TO HAVE THE MENTALITY TO TREAT INTELLIGENCE AS A COMBAT STSTEM AND 

THE WAR AS A CONVENTIONAL WAR. 

We demarcate the Area of operation,Areas under our control as Base HQ and 

Rear HQ,establish covert Command Posts CP and covert communication 

lines,establish the screening and countermobility Counterintelligence 

Control Line by connecting all check points and road blocks and embedding 

Counterintelligence agents- this line should cross cross the entire area 

of Operations,seperate lines through the heart of the city,the "Rear Area" 

of the city and " Forward Area of the city". We detect and identify High 

Value Target Groups and associated Areas and High Priority Target Group 

and Associated Areas.HUMINT and TACHUMINT delivery platforms are the 

agents and deployment of these platforms will be in HVT and HPT areas with 

a CP in that area.All the CPs wil be connected to a Tactical Ops Center 

TOC housed in any apartment.The weapons delivery platforms,the agents will 

attack the HVT and HPT with weapons of HUMINT Ops and TACHUMINT Ops. 

OPERATIONAL PLAN: Nominate 2 HVT and connected HPTs in each sector of 

AO.Using HUMINT and TACHUMINT ops identify communication and movement 

between HVTs and HPT.Now continue HUMINT and TACHUMINT ops on HVTs in such 

a way,supported by CSS Counterintelligence so as to create pulses in 

http://www.ijrti.org/
http://hpt.now/
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linkage between HVT and HPTs.Execute Surveillance ops on these pulses.All 

reports will go to TOC and Forward Tactical HQ.Pulses are monitored and 

further linkages are found out and surveilled with other nominated HPTs 

and HVTs in contiguous sectors and beyond.Using deception and 

Counterintelligence and influence targeting maneuver operations so that 

pulse realization node ( consignment,terrorists identified,drugs cartels 

command and control nodes) are neutralized,liquidated or prosecuted by 

combat service support CSS. 

Crucial is demarcation of city AO into forward and deep forward areas 

depending on enemy density in disposition.Correct deployment of 

intelligence delivery platforms is also very important. 

 

 

INTELLIGENCE BATTLE 2 

DRUG BATTLESPACE 

MUSHROOM STRATEGY 

 

Battlespace Equation: 

1.(Command Control Efficiency of Enemy Higher HQ)=No of Tactical C2 Nodes 

of enemy÷(No of Pseudo Peddlars per sector x no of C2 Nodes{CP}) 

2.Intelligence "Kill" index= ( No of Influence Target nodes÷ Enemy CI 

effort)x Intel Maneuver Intensity 

 

STRATEGY: SEIZING TACTICAL LEVEL AREA OF OPERATIONS( CITY) 

PSEUDO DRUG NETWORK. 

 

Seize the entire Area of Ops ( City) by embedding Pseudo Drug 

Network,execute HUMINT and TACHUMINT plus CSS Ops. 

 

Phase1: Establish Pseudo Peddlar Network.Divide city into sectors.Each 

sector deploy agents masquerading as drug peddlars,each deployed group 

having access to drugs,say from seized consignments.Establish real 

peddling activities, Operational intent is to become organic with real 

Peddlar groups.Gradually increase pseudo Peddlar network to cover full 

AO.Every sector will have covert C2,Command Post and HUMINT/TACHUMINT 

teams, latter being in contact with Pseudo peddlars.Strategy will be to 

capture and secure the ground tactical drugs distribution network.Embedded 

Counterintelligence agents will target influence nodes at ground 

level,facilitated by the "business camaraderie"between real peddlars and 

pseudo network.HUMINT teams will use this opportunity to execute attacks 

like tactical questioning,elicitation to detect all tactical C2 nodes and 

discover "linkages"between all these nodes.Primary objective is "movement 

and maneuver"from tactical ground level to enemy higher echelons.But 

before that tactical ground of entire city must be captured and held by 

pseudo drug operators.Counterintelligence and police will act as combat 

http://www.ijrti.org/
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service support and Force Protection support.Proximity to actual drug 

peddlars will facilitate HUMINT and TACHUMINT agents to detect tactical 

level communication and logistics.A TACHUMINT team is a task organized 

team of HUMINT,CI,DEA.Due to all these tactical operations and 

deception,major drug consignments can be detected.Tactical enemy C2 nodes 

identified.Influence operations by TACHUMINT teams can create coterie at 

these nodes.These coterie elements can conduct influencing ops and 

embedded HUMINT and TACHUMINT agents in these coterie can detect and 

identify higher echelons,and ground movement.The Pseudo Peddlar and drugs 

network seized the ground tactical territory and NOW BECOMES A SPRINGBOARD 

FOR MOVEMENT UPWARDS TO ENEMY HIGHER ECHELONS.HUMINT and TACHUMINT agents 

objective will be to detect and identify all higher echelon C2 nodes,lines 

of communication and linkages between adjacent headquarters among all 

sectors.AND OPERATIONAL DECISIONS.Every sector will have a covert TOC 

which will coordinate and direct all ops.The Pseudo Peddlar network acts 

as a nuclear bomb mushroom,covers entire city and mushrooms upwards taking 

into control enemy subordinate,higher and lateral headquarters. 

 

Note: This is only a template.Using other battlefield operating systems 

this can be further populated.Can be applied to Terrorism. 

 

 

DRUGS AND TERRORISM 

INTELLIGENCE WAR 

 

Example of Intelligence Attack and Maneuver: 

 

Dominant equation:We are attacking the equation as if it's the enemy 

battle order and terrain. 

 

{(Cartel C2 nodes)÷(DEA C2 nodes)} × {(Cartel DPT nodes)xDEA Intel 

Maneuver}= Cartel Ops Destruction 

 

A division is seperate attacks.A multiplication is a group or joint 

attack. 

 

Phase1: Spread out DEA Intelligence covert C2 nodes in 

city.Sectorwise.Assign to each sector Pseudo Drug operators or DEA 

Humint,TACHUMINT and Combat Support elements like Counterintelligence.C2 

nodes will plan direct and coordinate intelligence and CSS ops to Nominate 

targets and develop them into Target Trees.Using HUMINT techniques like 

elicitation,tactical questioning,influencing ops determine "contacts"of 

http://www.ijrti.org/
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each nominated target and "move forward" to branch into more targets for 

ops.Execute intel ops and branch more forward.Objective is to finally 

locate Cartel C2 nodes. 

 

Phase 2.Maneuver from phase Execute HUMINT,CI and influence ops on these 

C2 nodes to find Decision Passage Tree nodes for Maneuver operations on 

DPT nodes. 

 

Phase3:Decision passage tree nodes DPT are nodes that lie along Cartel 

operational decision movement lines.These intermingle with Cartel C2 nodes 

directly or indirectly.DEA Influence Target operations will be directed 

against these DPT nodes.To know operational decisions.Here Intelligence 

attack TTPs are Counterintelligence and Influence targeting ops. 

 

Phase4.Ascertain all or most operational decisions from DPT nodes.Employ 

CSS like Counterintelligence coupled with Prosecution to 

inderdict/exploit/neutralize Cartel operational decision opportunities and 

logistical flow. 

 

Let's formulate yet another equation. 

{(Cartel leadership C2 nodes + Ground C2 nodes) x Maneuver} ÷ (Pseudo Drug 

C2 nodes) = Cartel Efficiency 

 

Now this equation facilitates the following: 

1.Enables us to focus on effectiveness of Pseudo Drugs Network 

2.Attack type.Pseudo drug C2 nodes attack Cartel leadership C2 and Ground 

C2.Maneuver against Cartel maneuver. 

3.Increasing the number of Pseudo Drug C2 nodes we decrease Cartels 

efficiency.We decrease effect of Leadership C2,ground C2 and Cartel 

Maneuver.Increasing Pseudo Drug C2 nodes will: 

Give a Battle order for DEA in the entire city of operations. 

This battle order can be configured as Tactical HQs, Rear HQs and Forward 

HQs. 

Each C2 node can have its own Sector Area of Operations and execute HUMINT 

and Influencing ops plus Counterintelligence ops to secure all the actual 

drug enemy agents.Using Pseudo advantage.Every Sector Area of Ops will be 

linked so that eventually full city AO is secured.Thus ground C2 nodes of 

Cartel can be influenced,compromised,neutralized and projecting from these 

C2 nodes Pseudo network can project attack upwards to Cartel leadership C2 

nodes.( Mushroom Strategy). 

 

 

 

http://www.ijrti.org/
http://nodes.to/
http://decisions.here/
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DRUGS AND TERRORISM INTELLIGENCE BATTLE 3. 

ATTACK FORMATION 

 

In my preceding posts i dwelled on battlespace Equations to treat drug 

cartels as conventional foe.In order to attack DEA and allied agencies 

should have a battle formation.For example we can identify a high priority 

target HPT and 3 others high value target HVT all related to each other.A 

battle formation should be such so as to direct Intelligence attacks in a 

manner so as to maneuver all targets intelligence into a new battle, 

continuing this along the battles timeline to reach the final decisive  

battle/s. 

Let's take a battle equation: 

We have enemy C2 assets,TTP and Combat service assets: 

Cartel higher C2 nodes HC2 

Cartel tactical C2 nodes TC2 

Cartel Ops and Int Advisory nodes COI 

Cartel Funds source nodes CFN 

CSS ( hit teams, assassination squads, Counterintelligence) 

Cartel decision nodes DN 

Cartel decision passage Tree nodes DPT 

Cartel Area Influencers CAI 

Cartel HUMINT CH 

Cartel local facilitators CLF 

Cartel logistics( shipment delivery systems,shipment,routes,route security 

teams,route nodal influencers) CLN 

 

Now devise an equation.Actually we must write down a full set of equations 

to depict Cartel order of battle OB,it's TTPs,logistics and 

decision nodes.In effect we have the enemy terrain before us.Thereafter we 

attack the equations repeatedly to arrive at our maneuvers. 

 

AN EQUATION: 

{(Cartel HC2 +TC2 nodes)÷ DEA HUMINT Effort} x (DEA Maneuver x DEA C2 

nodes)= (Cartel DPTs Compromise)÷DEA TACHUMINT 

 

All decisions of higher HQ of cartels flows along DPT nodes.These nodes 

must be influenced and compromised.So as to get all information about 

Cartel operations.We use the following DEA Intel battle formation: 

 

L.H.S= R.H.S 

A Cartel Battle order and DEA battle order is in this equation.Mind it 

this is a very basic equation,we can write full equations depicting full 

OB. 

We attack the two flanks,variables before and after = sign.The = sign 

itself is the center of attack of DEA in that DEA attacks will attempt to 

maintain the relationship of the two sides in conformity with the 

"inverse" location of DEA denominator variables,higher and correct attack 

http://www.ijrti.org/
http://foe.in/
http://nodes.in/
http://compromised.so/
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applications in denominator will reduce Cartel numerator variables.Attack 

to = sign will also maintain the direct proportion relationship with DEA 

Maneuver and DEA C2 Nodes.The center attack is the crux.It is the main 

maneuver affecting both sides of the equation..to keep the = sign always 

in "Intelligence Control". 

 

So the formation is: 

Left flank attack by DEA HUMINT and DEA Maneuver x DEA C2 

Right flank attack by DEA TACTICAL HUMINT 

Center attack: Intelligence Control Maneuvers. 

So in effect we have visualised the Enemy having a Battle order,we attack 

on both flanks and in the center. 

If we setup different equations to depict different order of 

battles,operating on each equation--the results can feed into other 

equations THUS ENABLING US TO EMPLOY MANEUVER TO EFFECT THE ENTIRE 

BATTLESPACE. 

 

 

 

INTELLIGENCE BATTLE PLAN AGAINST DRUGS: 

 

CARTEL Battlefield operating systems: 

We have enemy C2 assets,TTP and Combat service : 

Cartel higher C2 nodes HC2 

Cartel tactical C2 nodes TC2 

Cartel Ground Force Maneuver CGFM 

Cartel Ops and Int Advisory nodes COI 

Cartel Funds source nodes CFN 

CSS ( hit teams, assassination squads, Counterint) 

Cartel decision nodes DN 

Cartel decision passage Tree nodes DPT 

Cartel Area Influencers CAI 

Cartel HUMINT CH 

Cartel local facilitators CLF 

Cartel logistics( shipment delivery systems,shipment,routes,route 

security,route nodal influencers) LCH 

Cartel logistics C2 LC2 

 

DEA INTEL BOS:- 

 

1.FIELD OFFICERS,HANDLERS, RECON AND SURVEILLANCE TEAM LEADERS=C2 

2.COVERT OPS NODES=TACTICAL HQ/C2 

3.COVERT CONTROL NODES IN ENEMY TERRAIN=FWD TACTICAL C2 

4.COVERT COMMUNICATIONS=COMM 

5.HUMINT,TACHUMINT=FIREPOWER 

http://www.ijrti.org/
http://crux.it/
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6.INT AGENTS= WPN DELIVERY PLATFORMS 

7.HUMINT TACTICS,TACHUMINT TACTICS, RECON AND SURVEILLANCE,TACTICAL HUMAN 

EXPLOITATION,ELICITATION,INTERROGATION= BATTLE TTPs 

8.INFLUENCE TARGETING,NON KINETIC ATTACK MODES= MANEUVER 

9.COUNTERINTELLIGENCE=CSS 

PROSECUTION,=CSS 

10.TTPs and INFLUENCE OPS TO FACILITATE MOVEMENT=MOBILITY 

11.TACHUMINT,OTHER TASK ORGANIZED ASSETS=FORMATION 

12.ENEMY TERRAIN=DEEP FWD AREA 

13.VILLAGES,ENEMY FREQUENTED CIVIL AREAS=FWD AREA 

FURTHER:- 

DEMARCATE AREA OF OPS, DIVIDED FURTHER INTO SECTORS AND SUBAREA 

DEFINE BASE HQ 

DEFINE REAR AREA AND HQ 

 

REFER TO ATTACHED IMAGE: 

We first demarcate Deep forward area as those locations that contain 

Cartel Higher HQ C2 nodes,Forward Area are those city areas with hightened 

cartel activity.We have covert Tactical Operation Centers TOC near each 

area of Ops.Embedded are DEA Force Protection nodes,which are composed of 

Counterint and Liquidation teams ( DEA Combat Service Support).It's 

exceedingly imp to protect all agents in ops. 

 

THE ATTACK PLAN:Deep forward area: 

Intel TTPs attack by HUMINT teams on Cartel HC2 to identify nodes,DEA CI 

maneuver projected from each DEA Tac C2 node,all of this giving us 

identity of Cartel decision passage trees,which is further attacked by 

TACHUMINT teams to influence. 

Results from this joint attack feed into forward area 1 and forward area 2 

attacks and vice versa.This is Intel information leverage and movement,in 

other words Operational Maneuver. 

Forward Area1:DEA TACHUMINT attacks ground Cartel C2 nodes and Logistics 

C2 nodes.To identify and influence all C2.DEA Pseudodrugs int network 

penetrates and influences Cartel Ground Force network.All this detects and 

identifies Cartel logistics CGFM further attacked and neutralized by DEA 

CSS assets. 

Forward Area2: 

DEA TACHUMINT and CSS identify and neutralize Cartel CSS intel and Pseudo 

C2 network takes control of Cartel Ground Force ops..all of these leading 

to ID and influence/removal of Cartel Tactical C2 nodes. 

Inter AO maneuver and leverage,is coordinated by the TOCs which also are 

the nerve centers of the entire AO and Ops. 

 

 

 

http://www.ijrti.org/
http://6.int/
http://nodes.to/
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INTELLIGENCE BATTLE PLAN AGAINST DRUG CARTELS 2 

 

Refer to updated attached image. 

See Appendix below plan for Battle elements. 

1.Operational Mission Objective 1: To detect and influence Decision Making 

Nodes and Decision Passage Tree nodes. 

2.Mission objective 2: To detect and compromise Tactical C2 nodes. 

 

Intelligence Ops: Center of gravity ops.Interdiction ops.Harrasment 

ops.Logistical attack ops.Screening ops.Encirclement ops.Neutralization 

ops. 

 

Each equation set portrays one order of battle of both belligerents,Cartel 

and DEA.Denomimators attack numerator variables with Intel TTPs,combat 

service support CSS or tactical maneuver.(x) sign is Maneuver and Attack 

Force Multiplier.Standard equation and ratio rules apply. 

 

One complete equation results feed into other equations as Combined 

maneuver.A portion of any equation,say forward area 1 can be applied to 

another equation say in Deep forward area to see results,this is Tactical 

Maneuver. 

 

Its crucially imp to set up in all fwd areas covert C2 nodes,Tactical 

operation centers and Tactical C2 nodes.TOC I'll detail later.Its the 

nerve center of the AO.A counterintelligence control line or lines should 

be drawn across the entire city,with CI elements embedded in 

checkposts,roadblocks etc for Intelligence screening and logistical ops. 

 

Be it asymmetric enemy like terrorist groups,insurgent groups or hybrid 

like Cartels we can attack conventionally with intelligence warfare 

system.All my preceding 10 posts in a row exemplify this. 

 

Appendix: 

CARTEL Battlefield operating systems: 

We have enemy C2 assets,TTP and Combat service assets: 

Cartel higher C2 nodes HC2 

Cartel tactical C2 nodes TC2 

Cartel Ground Force Maneuver CGFM 

Cartel Ops and Int Advisory nodes COI 

Cartel Funds source nodes CFN 

CSS ( hit teams, assassination squads, Counterintelligence) 

Cartel decision nodes DN 

Cartel decision passage Tree nodes DPT 

Cartel Area Influencers CAI 

Cartel HUMINT CH 

Cartel local facilitators CLF 

Cartel logistics( shipment delivery systems,shipment,routes,route security 

http://www.ijrti.org/
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teams,route nodal influencers) LCH 

Cartel logistics C2 LC2 

 

DEA INTEL BOS:- 

 

1.FIELD OFFICERS,HANDLERS, RECONNAISSANCE AND SURVEILLANCE TEAM LEADERS=C2 

2.COVERT OPS NODES=TACTICAL HQ/C2 

3.COVERT CONTROL NODES IN ENEMY TERRAIN=FWD TACTICAL C2 

4.COVERT COMMUNICATIONS=COMM 

5.HUMINT,TACHUMINT=FIREPOWER 

6.INT AGENTS= WPN DELIVERY PLATFORMS 

7.HUMINT TACTICS,TACHUMINT TACTICS, RECONNAISSANCE AND 

SURVEILLANCE,TACTICAL HUMAN EXPLOITATION,ELICITATION,INTERROGATION= BATTLE 

TTPs 

8.INFLUENCE TARGETING,NON KINETIC ATTACK MODES= MANEUVER 

9.COUNTERINTELLIGENCE=CSS 

PROSECUTION,OTHER POLICE ASSISTANCE=CSS 

10.TTPs and INFLUENCE OPS TO FACILITATE MOVEMENT=MOBILITY 

11.TACHUMINT,OTHER TASK ORGANIZED ASSETS=FORMATION 

12.ENEMY TERRAIN=DEEP FWD AREA 

13.VILLAGES,ENEMY FREQUENTED CIVIL AREAS=FWD AREA 

FURTHER:- 

DEMARCATE AREA OF OPS, DIVIDED FURTHER INTO SECTORS AND SUBAREA 

DEFINE BASE HQ 

DEFINE REAR AREA AND HQ. 

http://www.ijrti.org/
http://6.int/
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INTELLIGENCE WAR ON DRUGS 3. 

 

When we create equations we are attempting to: 

1.Show the Order of Battle 

2.Show the Enemy and DEA Intelligence combat assets 

3.Figure out vulnerable and critical areas of enemy 

4.Figure out center of gravities of enemy to direct attack 

5.Type of DEA attack 

6.Possible targets compatible with DEA attack 

7.Types of Intelligence Tactical Maneuver 

http://www.ijrti.org/
http://1.show/
http://2.show/
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8.Types of Intelligence combined maneuver 

9.Decision flow of enemy and corresponding attack 

10.Linkages between each set of equation,this discovering common 

vulnerable areas overlapping each area of operation 

11.Ascertaining defence tactics for deployed agents 

 

Enemy,however non military it may be,has its own HUMINT, 

Counterintelligence,Combat Service Support and logistical assets.We should 

and must have this mindset that enemy's operations taken jointly in any 

specific domain points to these assets and can be attacked on military 

lines and TTPs, only difference is we don't use artillery,tanks or 

aviation support but intelligence as a combat system. 

 

In effect when we write down the entire set of equations we have before us 

a conventional battle terrain.We attack,maneuver the equation variables to 

wargame and accordingly deploy our assets in real life in the city area of 

operations. 

 

The enemy may attack linearly or staggered.Dont be concerned.Group each 

type of attack under one asset.For example enemy may ambush,kidnap,use 

counterintelligence to penetrate or infiltrate..these fall under 

Intelligence combat support service assets.Taking these grouped together 

we will attack with the denominator of the equation using DEA CSS ( 

CI,Prosecution)as variable. 

 

The enemys attack cannot be seen like in a military war.So we target enemy 

assets nodes to deny any form of attack.But using equations and mix of 

equations we can target,for example Cartel decision passage tree nodes to 

know in advance enemy operations and strategies.Organized crime will 

invariably have a ground tactical command control C2 network,lateral and 

higher HQs.The equations can be designed for a formation of assets so as 

to attack concertedly. 

 

On the left hand side of the equation we put tactical objectives based 

attack ratios and on the right the overall Operational objective attack 

ratio.We can design Operations ranging from Screening and 

neutralize,encirclement,harrasment,influencing,center of gravity 

attack,pseudo drug intelligence and logistical to source 

operations.Tactical maneuver can be achieved by feeding equation subsets 

into another equation and combined maneuver by feeding results from one 

complete eqn. 

 

Intelligence must be seen on conventional combat lines.Apart from combat 

claws we must have Intelligence teeth. 

 

In light of these please study all my preceding 10 posts.We need a new 

system of warfare.Hope this is understood some day. 

http://www.ijrti.org/
http://concerned.group/
http://war.so/
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DRUG INTELLIGENCE ATTACK EQUATIONS: 

 

We have enemy C2 assets,TTP and Combat service assets: 

Cartel higher C2 nodes HC2 

Cartel tactical C2 nodes TC2 

Cartel tactical Ops and Int nodes COI 

Cartel Funds source nodes CFN 

CSS ( hit teams, assassination squads, Counterintelligence) 

Cartel decision nodes DN 

Cartel decision passage Tree nodes DPT 

Cartel Area Influencers CAI 

Cartel HUMINT CH 

Cartel local facilitators CLF 

Cartel logistics( shipment delivery systems,shipment,routes,route security 

teams,route nodal influencers) CLN 

 

Let's decide a battle order equation. 

(HC2xDPT÷DEA C2) + {{TC2 x (CLN+CLF)}÷PSEUDO C2}=Cartel Logistics 

Interdiction 

 

First attack ratio in equation: 

So we deploy DEA Covert C2 against Cartel higher HQ C2 which is involved 

in the Cartel decision making and ops planning process tree DPT. 

Second attack ratio: 

Cartel Ground tactical C2 which controls Cartel logistics facilitators and 

nodes,we attack these with DEA Pseudo drug( drug peddlars and agents 

planted in Forward Area) C2. 

The first attack ratio,using Intelligence TTPs and Counterintelligence 

influences or compromises HC2s to know logistical decisions of shipment 

via the DPT network.Concurrently the second attack ratio using the 

masquerading influence of Pseudo Drugs Network,conducts influencing 

operations to determine logistical facilitators and storage and transit 

nodes. 

 

We take a second equation. 

{(COI + Cartel CSS)÷ DEA CSS}÷(CAI÷DEA HUMINT)=Cartel logistics 

interdiction efficiency 

 

First attack ratio:DEA Combat Support Service composed of 

Counterintelligence and prosecution attacks Cartel Ops and Int nodes that 

control Cartel CSS which gives protection to logistics and is offensive to 

DEA and Police agents.Concurrently DEA HUMINT attacks Cartel Areas of 

influence in city to detect and identify logistical facilitators and 

storage points. 

 

http://www.ijrti.org/
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Results from first equation can be fed into second equation and war gamed 

to measure impact and strengthen the equation.Similarly the 2nd eqn can be 

fed into the first equation.This is Combined Intelligence Maneuver CIM. 

On the other hand we can take any single attack ratio from either eqn and 

feed it's results in the other eqn to see impact on the 

other equation.As we are using a part of the battle orders operation( 

equation being one complete battle order) we are using Intelligence 

Tactical Maneuver ITM. 

 

Appendix: 

DEA INTEL BOS:- 

 

1.FIELD OFFICERS,HANDLERS, RECON AND SURVEILLANCE TEAM LEADERS=C2 

2.COVERT OPS NODES=TACTICAL HQ/C2 

3.COVERT CONTROL NODES IN ENEMY TERRAIN=FWD TACTICAL C2 

4.COVERT COMMUNICATIONS=COMM 

5.HUMINT,TACHUMINT=FIREPOWER 

6.INT AGENTS= WPN DELIVERY PLATFORMS 

7.HUMINT TACTICS,TACHUMINT TACTICS, RECON AND SURVEILLANCE,TACTICAL HUMAN 

EXPLOITATION,ELICITATION,INTERROGATION= BATTLE TTPs 

8.INFLUENCE TARGETING,NON KINETIC ATTACK MODES= MANEUVER 

9.COUNTERINTELLIGENCE=CSS 

PROSECUTION,OTHER POLICE ASSISTANCE=CSS 

10.TTPs and INFLUENCE OPS TO FACILITATE MOVEMENT=MOBILITY 

11.TACHUMINT 

 

INTELLIGENCE AGAINST DRUGS AND TERRORISM 1. 

 

If somehow we can "see and visualise"intelligence operations as "military 

actions",see the "flow lines" operating( attacking)enemy assets and 

COAs,we can then apply "intelligence maneuver" to direct these "flow 

lines" coherently and concertedly to eventually zero in on the final 

decisive group of intelligence battles that will help us to attain mission 

objectives. 

 

Once we can see and visualise ,we can draw parallels with conventional 

combat operations and superimpose them on the intelligence operations,thus 

giving the intelligence battle a military conventional battle system. 

 

We must have the mindset to see the enemy as a conventional foe and forget 

the notion that because of absence of military uniforms,identifiable 

command control structures,mingling with the locals,no tanks artillery or 

air support etc ,they are not amenable to conventional battle tactics and 

techniques.THEY ARE PROVIDED WE REPLACE CONVENTIONAL ARMED AND SUPPORT 

ASSETS WITH INTELLIGENCE. 

http://www.ijrti.org/
http://equation.as/
http://6.int/
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My 17 preceding posts exemplify these points.I have devised a warfare 

system to combat drug cartels and terrorism on conventional 

combat lines.Today I will write down equations of intelligence combat 

operations. 

 

Each equation is an Operational Maneuver.Each attack ratio in eqn is 

platoon formation attack. 

 

1.Center of gravity attack operation: 

We target decision nodes and decision passage tree nodes.For available 

Intelligence weapons,TTPs,Combat support service and other assets please 

see appendix below. 

{(Cartel HC2xDN)/DEA C2}+(DEA CI/PSEUDO C2)= DPT Compromise 

 

2.Shipment logistics attack: 

(HC2xDPT÷DEA C2) + {{TC2 x (CLN+CLF)}÷PSEUDO C2}=Cartel Logistics 

Interdiction 

 

(HC2xDPT÷DEA C2) + {{TC2 x (CLN+CLF)}÷PSEUDO C2}=Cartel Logistics 

Interdiction 

 

3.Cartel Command Control Attack: 

{(Cartel HC2 +TC2 nodes)÷ DEA HUMINT Effort} x (DEA Maneuver x DEA C2 

nodes)= (Cartel DPTs Compromise)÷DEA TACHUMINT 

 

4.Screening and exploitation operation: 

CCL is Counterintelligence Control line(refer earlier post). 

(CARTEL TC2/PSEUDO C2)÷CCL C2=(DEA HUMINT + TACHUMINT)÷DEA C2 

 

5.DEA Attack operation against Cartel Combat Support Service 

(Cartel CSS÷DEA CSS)x(PSEUDO C2÷DEA C2)=DEA HUMINT Effort+ DEA CSS(CI) 

 

 

Appendix: 

DEA INTEL BOS:- 

1.FIELD OFFICERS,HANDLERS, RECON AND SURVEILLANCE TEAM LEADERS=C2 

2.COVERT OPS NODES=TACTICAL HQ/C2 

3.COVERT CONTROL NODES IN ENEMY TERRAIN=FWD TACTICAL C2 

4.COVERT COMMUNICATIONS=COMM 

5.HUMINT,TACHUMINT=FIREPOWER 

6.INT AGENTS= WPN DELIVERY PLATFORMS 

7.HUMINT TACTICS,TACHUMINT TACTICS, RECON AND SURVEILLANCE,TACTICAL HUMAN 

EXPLOITATION,ELICITATION,INTERROGATION= BATTLE TTPs 

8.INFLUENCE TARGETING,NON KINETIC ATTACK MODES= MANEUVER 

9.COUNTERINTELLIGENCE=CSS 

PROSECUTION,OTHER POLICE ASSISTANCE=CSS 

http://www.ijrti.org/
http://lines.today/
http://1.center/
http://6.int/
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10.TTPs and INFLUENCE OPS TO FACILITATE MOVEMENT=MOBILITY 

11.TACHUMINT,OTHER TASK ORGANIZED ASSETS=FORMATION 

12.ENEMY TERRAIN=DEEP FWD AREA 

13.VILLAGES,ENEMY FREQUENTED CIVIL AREAS=FWD AREA 

 

 

 

INTELLIGENCE WAR AGAINST DRUGS 5 

 

Drug cartels will def have an order of battle,even if they are 

scattered,non linear. 

The enemy is fully capable of using the battle operating systems in its 

intelligence effort,viz 

Command and Control 

Maneuver 

CSS 

Logistics 

Firepower( Intel TTPs) 

Mobility(Using PSI,Surveillance) 

Countermobility( Using CSS,PSI,Surveillance) 

Survivability( Human exploitation). 

We need to find all these out.We must believe the enemy sleeps,eats and 

drinks intelligence. 

 

Battle order equation analysis: 

(HC2+DN)/(DTC2xCI) + TC2÷(DTC2xHUMINT+TACHUMINT)=DPT/(LHSIxCSS) + 

LN/(LHSIxPSEUDO C2) 

 

This equation is a new form of eqn not found in mathematics in that the 

left hand side intelligence inputs LHSI affect the R.H.S. variables.I 

invented this equation type to bring the "flow"of intelligence akin to a 

Maneuver operation.I call it Self Organizing Equation.In my battle order 

equation the LHS information "continuously feeds"into RHS and vice 

versa.Simply put the eqn depicts an Intelligence battle with 

denominators(DEA)assets attacking the numerator(enemy)assets 

Now with these reciprocal feeds I have created an actual battle where 

changing battle tempo gives rise to new Intelligence thus changing 

Intelligence requirements and tactics.The feed from LHS modifies the RHS 

with updated intelligence and so tactics of denominator attack 

change.These lead to new Intelligence feeds to LHS. 

 

In effect I have created Maneuver.And all of this is a 

continuous process.So in the equation the battle rages on. 

http://www.ijrti.org/
http://equation.in/
http://process.so/
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L.H.S:-- We employ Counterintelligence CI attacks directed and controlled 

by DEA tactical C2 nodes on suspected or identified Cartel Higher HQ nodes 

with the objective to find the decision making nodes DN.Further we employ 

HUMINT under DEA tactical C2 to detect and identify Cartel ground tactical 

C2 nodes TC2.TACHUMINT,a task organized team of HUMINT and CI is also 

employed.These attacks using tactical 

questioning,elicitation,interrogation and other HUMINT/CI wpns will give 

leads to Decision passage tree nodes and shipment logistical nodes. 

We feed the intelligence on Cartel HC2,TC2 to the R.H.S.We have already 

received info on identity of DPT and LN from LHS attacks.Now we use LHSI 

and feed this into DEA Combat Support Service, viz CI and prosecution and 

into masquerading PSEUDO intelligence assets to attack DPTs and LN and 

neutralize/compromise or exploit them.The eqn portrays enemy assets,and 

DEA assets so in a form is one Order of Battle.At a glance we know what 

tactics to use and how to flow between equation variables.Combining 

multiple equations we can maneuver tactically or operationally.We discern 

the relationships between enemy assets and nodes.By switching denominator 

variables we can decide on the nature and type of attack.We identify the 

most possible course of action beneficial to DEA and how one intel attack 

influences enemy and also our tactics and assets.We see how and where to 

deploy assets. 

 

INTELLIGENCE WAR ON DRUGS ( OPERATIONS) 

 

Assuming a military combat mindset let us use combat ops with Intelligence 

as a combat system: 

Operations: 

Deterrent ops 

Encirclement ops 

Interdiction ops 

C2 attack ops 

Ops attack ops 

Harrasment ops 

Logistics ops 

Exploitation ops 

Neutralization ops 

 

For deterrent ops DEA assets will target HC2 and TC2 using 

Counterintelligence and Influencing ops to deter Cartel from employing 

offensive tactics using its Combat support service ,viz 

Counterintelligence,assassination, hit teams.So another target of DEA will 

be it's CSS.Next objective of deterrent ops will be curtailing shipment 

logistics to create financial pressure on Cartel.To effect these 

exploitation ops will be also carried out by DEA HUMINT.To accurately 

http://www.ijrti.org/
http://attacks.now/
http://battle.at/
http://nodes.by/
http://teams.so/
http://css.next/
http://cartel.to/
http://humint.to/
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identify HC2,TC2 and CSS.DEA PSEUDO teams will deter drug peddling and 

reduce it by capturing, holding and retaining Cartel ground level of 

ops.PSEUDO drug addicts will aid these teams.Interdiction and harrasment 

ops will be jointly conducted with deterrent ops.Both these ops will be a 

force multiplier of deterrent ops.Curtailment of shipment 

logistics,interdiction of shipment,harrasment of HC2,TC2 CSS and ground 

level Peddlar network using DEA CSS will all contribute to deterrent ops. 

 

C2 attack ops will lead to Cartel ops attack ops.DEA assets will employ 

HUMINT and PSEUDO network coupled with TACHUMINT and surveillance ops to 

detect,identify,influence, exploit and neutralize C2 nodes.Influence and 

exploitation ops will lead to decision nodes and passage tree nodes.This 

will make Cartel ops amenable to attack and shipment logistics will be 

compromised,followed by DEA CSS action. 

Encirclement ops objective is two fold.Intelligence assets and TTPs flow 

will encircle the entire Cartel effort of ops in each sector of AO so that 

shipments cannot be dispatched,are captured.Secondly Cartel operatives are 

arrested while breaking the circle to go other sectors.There is a two fold 

Intelligence attack system.Using covert observation and Surveillance posts 

OSP and DEA TACHUMINT coupled with DEA CSS all Cartel C2 ops,logistical 

ops areas of influence are constrained and reduced by deterrent ops 

,choking logistical network.DEA HUMINT and OSP will with the help of CSS 

capture shipments.To prevent passage or entry to sector,the 

Counterintelligence lines drawn all along sector boundary,composed of 

embedded CI agents in roadblocks checkpoints ,OP,will employ screening 

tactics. 

 

I'll only give one order of battle eqn to portray one of these ops. 

 

Encirclement ops: 

(HC2 +TC2)÷ (DEA HUMINT+TACHUMINT) + LN/CSS={(Cartel 

Ops)÷(LHSIx(OP+OSP))+CSS}x CCL 

Left hand side intelligence being fed to OP and OSP and CSS to destroy 

Cartel Ops. 

HC2=Cartel higher HQ nodes 

TC2= Cartel ground C2 nodes 

DEA TACHUMINT= CI and HUMINT task organized. 

LN= Cartel logistical nodes 

CSS= CI,Police, DEA Action agents 

OP,OSP Covert observation surveillance posts 

CCL= Counterintelligence Control line. 

http://www.ijrti.org/
http://shipments.to/
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INTELLIGENCE WAR AGAINST DRUGS AND TERRORISM. 

CONCEPT OF INTELLIGENCE MANEUVER. 

 

We have seen in my earlier posts how order of battle equations can 

be formulated.How do we employ Intelligence Maneuver akin to conventional 

battle maneuver? 

 

Maneuver is extremely important in that it shapes the intelligence battle 

and leads us to the final decisive battles.Let us formulate few equations 

to demonstrate maneuver. 

 

We take two tactical battle operations: 

1.Center of Gravity Attack and Decision Passage Tree Attack. 

2.Logistical Attack. 

No 1 can be formulated as: 

{(HC2 x DN)/(DEA TC2 x TACHUMINT)} + Cartel TC2/(DEA HUMINT) = DPT/DEA 

TACHUMINT 

Explanation: Cartel Higher HQ command control nodes HC2 influence Cartel 

operations Decision Nodes DN.HC2s are attacked by DEA TACHUMINT assets 

controlled and directed by DEA Covert tactical HQ command control 

nodes TC2.To reveal Cartel DNs.Concurrently a second tactical attack is 

carried out over the AO by DEA HUMINT to detect identify Cartel Tactical 

http://www.ijrti.org/
http://formulated.how/
http://1.center/
http://tc2.to/
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HQ nodes TC2.Both these operations reveal Cartel Decision Passage Tree 

nodes from higher HQ to ground level and that is attacked by DEA 

TACHUMINT,all intelligence from this attack feeding into second Order of 

Battle and Attack equation.THIS IS OPERATIONAL MANEUVER. 

No 2 equation: 

(TC2 x LN)/ (DEA TACHUMINT) + LN/(PSEUDO C2) = LN/ (DEA CSS) 

Explanation: Intelligence feeds from first equation,that is how Decisions 

passage tree nodes relate with ground Cartel Tactical C2 ,each C2 

facilitating, controlling and influencing Logistical Nodes of cartel in 

AO--this relationship between TC2 and LN is attacked by DEA TACHUMINT 

assets to reveal LNs.This is further strengthened by PSEUDO C2 attack on 

identified LNs.This second part of Left hand side of equation acts as 

enabler of first part ( viz TC2xLN/TACHUMINT)..THIS IS TACTICAL 

MANEUVER.Both the attack operations on left hand side of equation leads to 

the R.H.S. of identified Logistical Nodes LN attacked by DEA Combat 

Support Service CSS( DEA CI and Police prosecution) to neutralize LNs and 

capture consignments. 

(Pseudo C2 are the covert command control nodes directing and deploying 

masquerading drug agents and Peddlar assets whose objective is to spread 

out and capture drug territory,hold it and retain it.). 

Individual parts of one battle equation can be fed into another equations 

parts to influence and this is also Tactical Maneuver.The attack formation 

of one equation(Operation1) maneuvered to support attack formation of 

another equation( Operation2).A full equation result if applied to another 

equation is Operational Maneuver. 

We can write down a complete set of equations which will help us to 

visualise the battlespace in Intelligence terms. 

 

IMPORTANT: We can apply all combat operations like Cordon and 

Search,Screening, Harrasment,Interdiction,C2 attack using Intelligence 

weapons and platforms.We can maneuver to reach the final decisive battles 

crippling the drug cartel or terrorist organisation. 

 

INTELLIGENCE WAR ON DRUGS 

INTELLIGENCE OPS: 

 

Denominator attacks numerator.R.H.S. of equation numerator is overall 

objective of attack equation.Still there is a denominator to attack 

it.This means Intelligence attacks continue on either side of eqn.Dynamic 

Selforganizing equations.Battle rages on inside eqn.Pl refer to preceding 

post to understand attack and maneuver. 

Intelligence balance at = sign is achieved by Technical control activities 

around that sign.Technical control plus resources shifting and movement in 

the eqn is overall Intelligence balance maneuver. 

 

http://www.ijrti.org/
http://eqn.pl/
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1.Cordon and Search ops: 

(Cartel Area of Influence AOI÷CCL)(+AOI÷DEA HUMINT+DEA TC2)=(Cartel 

HC2÷DEA TACHUMINT) 

 

2.Center of gravity attack operation: 

We target decision nodes and decision passage tree nodes.For available 

Intelligence weapons,TTPs,Combat support service and other assets please 

see appendix below. 

{(Cartel HC2xDN)/DEA C2+DEA CI}+(Cartel TC2/PSEUDO C2)= DPT Compromise 

 

3.Shipment logistics attack: 

(HC2xDPT÷DEA C2) + {{TC2 x (CLN+CLF)}÷PSEUDO C2}=Cartel Logistics 

Interdiction 

 

4.Cartel Command Control Attack: 

{(Cartel HC2 +TC2 nodes)÷ DEA HUMINT Effort} x (DEA Maneuver x DEA C2 

nodes)= (Cartel DPTs Compromise)÷DEA TACHUMINT 

 

5.Screening and exploitation operation: 

CCL is Counterintelligence Control line(refer earlier post). 

(CARTEL TC2/PSEUDO C2)÷CCL C2=(DEA HUMINT + TACHUMINT)÷DEA C2 

 

6.DEA Attack operation against Cartel Combat Support Service 

(Cartel CSS÷DEA CSS)x(PSEUDO C2÷DEA C2)=DEA HUMINT Effort+ DEA CSS(CI) 

 

Appendix: 

CARTEL INTEL BOS: 

HC2= Higher HQ command control.DN=Decision Nodes.CSS= Cartel Combat 

Support Service including CI,hit teams.DPT: Cartel decision passage tree 

Nodes.CLN=Cartel logistics nodes,storage/route security nodes.CLF=Cartel 

logistics facilitators. 

 

DEA INTEL BOS:- 

1.FIELD OFFICERS,HANDLERS, RECONNAISSANCE AND SURVEILLANCE TEAM LEADERS=C2 

2.COVERT OPS NODES=TACTICAL HQ/C2 

3.COVERT CONTROL NODES IN ENEMY TERRAIN=FWD TACTICAL C2 

4.COVERT COMMUNICATIONS=COMM 

5.HUMINT,TACHUMINT=FIREPOWER 

6.INT AGENTS= WPN DELIVERY PLATFORMS 

7.HUMINT TACTICS,TACHUMINT TACTICS, RECONNAISSANCE AND 

SURVEILLANCE,TACTICAL HUMAN EXPLOITATION,ELICITATION,INTERROGATION= BATTLE 

TTPs 

8.INFLUENCE TARGETING,NON KINETIC ATTACK MODES= MANEUVER 

9.COUNTERINTELLIGENCE=CSS 

PROSECUTION,OTHER POLICE ASSISTANCE=CSS 

10.TTPs and INFLUENCE OPS TO FACILITATE MOVEMENT=MOBILITY 

http://www.ijrti.org/
http://2.center/
http://6.int/
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11.TACHUMINT,OTHER TASK ORGANIZED ASSETS=FORMATION 

12.ENEMY TERRAIN=DEEP FWD AREA 

13.VILLAGES,ENEMY FREQUENTED CIVIL AREAS=FWD AREA 

FURTHER:- 

DEMARCATE AREA OF OPS, DIVIDED FURTHER INTO SECTORS AND SUBAREA 

DEFINE BASE HQ 

DEFINE REAR AREA 

 

INTELLIGENCE WAR ON DRUGS AND TERRORISM. 

 

OPS APPLICATION 1. 

 

As I had stated in my preceding posts we can apply military operations but 

using Intelligence as Combat. 

 

Today I'll focus on the Cordon and Search operation,Screening operation 

and Harassing operation. 

 

The drug cartels,or any organized crime has echelons of command and 

control.Militarily we can call them higher HQ C2( HC2),lateral and 

subordinate HQs (LSC2) and ground Tactical HQs (TC2).However different in 

structure the criminal organization may be,these C2 nodes EXIST.The cartel 

higher HQ decisions and operational decisions flow down to TC2 and 

laterally through decision passage trees.These C2 nodes must be 

detected,identified and then other intelligence operations like 

influencing,compromise neutralization or exploitation operations planned 

and carried out.Straightaway elimination of these targets by intelligence 

Combat Support Service CSS composed of DEA Counterintelligence and police 

prosecution is not immediately desirable.These C2 nodes must first be 

influenced or exploited to reveal the complete decision passage tree nodes 

DPT so that Cartel operations,planning and shipment logistics are known to 

us. 

 

One operation can be Cordon Search and Screening done concurrently with 

Harrassing ops.The objective of Cordon and Search ops is to identify the 

criminal network members operating in the city.Screening ops will 

differentiate between regular ground operators and those that are 

concerned with command or control of these ground operators,of logistical 

routes and nodes,in close proximity to suspected Tactical C2 and HC2 nodes 

and those controlling Cartel HUMINT sources,informers,influenced 

administration personnel.Screening ops will also,using the 

Counterintelligence Control Line,lines drawn through city through check 

posts and road blocks embedded with DEA CI agents,check the ingress and 

outgress of Cartel operators and shipments of drugs and weapons. 

 

http://www.ijrti.org/
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Concurrently Harrassment ops will be conducted in the city Area of 

operations.These ops will be conducted by DEA CI and police prosecution on 

the ground operators exposed by the Cordon and Search operation.But it 

will be on only a selected few.It will create ripples in the discovered 

ground network that can be measured by Surveillance ,observation and 

SIGINT ops to reveal command control C2 nodes.Because these operations 

provoke Cartel reactions from these C2 nodes in order to protect the 

network.Cartel sources and informers targeted by DEA HUMINT will also be 

affected by Harrassment operations. 

Equations of attack are: 

1.Cordon and Search ops: 

(Cartel Area of Influence AOI÷CCL)(+AOI÷DEA HUMINT+DEA TC2)=(Cartel 

HC2÷DEA TACHUMINT) 

2.Screening and exploitation operation: 

CCL is Counterintelligence Control line. 

(CARTEL TC2/PSEUDO C2)÷CCL C2=(DEA HUMINT + TACHUMINT)÷DEA C2 

A thorough intelligence preparation of the city is required before 

ops.Creating a covert DEA command control network,observation and 

listening posts,and HUMINT. 

 

 

INTELLIGENCE WAR ON DRUGS AND TERRORISM. 

 

Intelligence preparation of city for operations. 

 

The word Enemy will refer to drug cartels,terrorist groups etc.I am 

templating on a city, it can equally be semiurban areas or villages. 

 

Very first we must adopt the mindset of using Intelligence as Combat and 

the Enemy,despite no artillery,aviation support, soldiers in uniform or 

discernible combat support service STILL has a quasi Military 

disposition,structure,operations and battle operating systems.These have 

to be identified in order to attack them using 

intelligence weaponry.To effect that we must create,out of DEA and 

parallel agencies assets,an embedded command, 

control,communications,intelligence and surveillance structure in the 

entire city of operations,both covert and overt.This is not entirely 

impossible but very much possible with time,patience and coordinated 

planning.Once this C3ISR structure is embedded in the city AO,we can plan 

and execute intelligence offensive operations on the enemy. 

 

 

 

http://www.ijrti.org/
http://few.it/
http://weaponry.to/
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Divide the city AO into zones and each zone into sectors.Denote those 

zones that are home to Enemy leadership and assets as Deep forward area 

and zones with normal to enhanced enemy activity as Forward areas.There 

will be a Base of operations in each Forward area.Covert.In the rear safe 

part of the city there will be the Rear ops area.In the Forward and deep 

forward areas there will be covert placement of Tactical command control 

nodes.Each Zone will have a covert Tactical ops centre housed in any 

apartment.The TOC will collect information from all HUMINT,TACHUMINT, 

Surveillance and Reconnaissance teams,process it into intelligence and 

forward to each Base HQ node.It will also assess changes in information 

requirements due to effect of operations and relay to Tactical command 

control nodes who will further instruct the operational teams.Every sector 

will also have a Force Protection team and combat support service team 

composed of DEA Counterintelligence and police elements.There will be an 

Area HQ for multiple zones,and all Area HQ will come under the DEA Command 

HQ colocated in DEA HQs. 

 

Once the command control structure and all forward and deep forward areas 

are demarcated we now embed the operational HUMINT and task organized 

TACHUMINT teams along with Surveillance and Reconnaissance assets.Together 

with this we will setup covert observation posts.All this I'll detail 

later in a post. 

 

As I said we must have the mindset of a military approach.Our goal is to 

setup a Structured Integrated Intelligence Environment SIIE.Enemy command 

control operations and Deep forward and Forward areas need not be Linear 

in disposition..let it be distributed and staggered.But IT IS THERE and 

can be treated and operated upon using DEA Assets in conventional military 

way. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.ijrti.org/
http://area.covert.in/
http://area.in/
http://node.it/
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INTELLIGENCE WAR ON DRUGS AND TERRORISM. 

 

OPERATIONS. 

 

In my preceding post I spoke on covert placement of Intelligence 

infrastructure in city AO.Rear and forward areas,command control 

nodes,tactical and forward HQ, observation posts,tactical ops centers,area 

HQ,command HQ and rear and base HQ. 

 

Now we touch on operations.We embed DEA HUMINT, TACHUMINT ( task organized 

HUMINT and CI), reconnaissance and Surveillance and combat service support 

teams in the city AO.They will conduct HUMINT, Surveillance,anti 

logistics,influencing and exploitation,interdiction,cordon search and 

screening,city and drug fields reconnaissance and combat service support( 

CI and prosecution) ops. 

 

A military approach.To a quasi military enemy.In every post i reiterate 

the fact that drugs and terrorism have a conventional military disposition 

and Intelligence operations,provided we seek it out.Let the battlespace be 

skewed ,non linear and distributed.We can discover a quasi military enemy 

and apply military actions USING intelligence,not guns.Intelligence as 

combat.Softening the battlespace before actual combat units roll in. 

 

I devised battle equations to describe,plan and view operations.They are 

there in my preceding 20 posts.The primary aim is to "fit in"one 

particular equation in one sector or area of ops,write down all equations 

for all sectors and maneuver amongst them tactically or operationally.We 

devise a "set of Intelligence operations" with various targets in each 

sector and write down the attack equation which will help us to "view the 

sector battlespace in toto" and feed the results of both sides of equation 

to the tactical ops center which will process and derive Intelligence 

operations to continue that equation or to maneuver the data to the other 

equations of diff sectors of the city. 

 

For example in one sector A1 we have concurrent ops: 

TC2/(DEA TC2 +HUMINT) + CGF/DEA CI = HC2/DEA CI 

Denominator attacks numerator.DEA covert tactical command control 

deploys,directs and controls HUMINT assets to detect and identify Cartel 

ground tactical C2 nodes TC2, concurrently DEA Counterintelligence detects 

and influences Cartel ground force CGF elements and intelligence from 

these two attack ratios in left hand side of eqn reveals Cartel higher HQ 

command and control HC2 ,which is further attacked by DEA CI.The eqn is 

dynamic,with Intelligence from either side being fed into the other. 

 

http://www.ijrti.org/
http://approach.to/
http://enemy.in/
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Second equation: 

(HC2 + TC2)/ DEA TC2 x (HUMINT+CI) = DPT/DEA CSS 

 

Here identified Cartel HC2 nodes and TC2 nodes are attacked by DEA HUMINT 

and CI directed and controlled by DEA TC2 to detect and identify decision 

passage tree nodes DPT which are compromised,exploited or neutralized by 

DEA Combat service support.The DPTs can reveal all the Cartel operations 

and shipment logistics and Cartel offensive combat actions. 

The first equation feeds into second equation.With time and practice it 

will be possible to see "flows"between all the eqns,thus we can see the 

ensuing "battle"in city. 

 

WHAT IS WRONG WITH CRPF AND OTHER COUNTERINSURGENCY FORCES? 

 

Failed operations are generally attributed to intelligence failure.There 

is sort of ambiguity and incompleteness in this inference.If the Force 

only depends on external agencies for intelligence,usually source 

based,and does not possess its own organic Intelligence capability,it's 

not intelligence failure but lack of intelligence assets and a strong 

organic intelligence unit. 

The CRPF and other paramilitary agencies including the Army has no organic 

Intelligence unit for the Combat battalions.Its always "support" by 

external agencies and in case of Army by MI Dets.Higher HQ int section,say 

in the Army can never know actual ground intelligence requirements which 

on the other hand is clearly visible to the Bn Commander as he is much 

closer to ground and interacts daily with enemy and human terrain.Its a 

question of resolution.To higher HQ all needs at tactical level appear " 

Coarse".. lumps of reqd information as HQ is at a higher level.To the Coy 

Commander the resolution is "fine" at his much lower level,he can see the 

finer details of enemy and locals situation and sum up his Intelligence 

requirements.What he needs and what is actually pushed down from Higher HQ 

,there is a missing gap.Intelligence gap.Had the Bn Commander created his 

own organic int unit he could have gathered all required intelligence on 

his own and planned and executed operations. 

 

Secondly intelligence is seen as a support discipline.I am strongly 

against this.Intelligence needs to be OPERATIONALIZED.Just like we have 

combat operations we must have Intelligence offensive and defensive 

operations,battle order,maneuver,combat service support and structured 

integrated intelligence environment created in the total AOR.We must use 

Target Filters..you can imagine intelligence straight line flow hitting 

the Target Filter and like rays from a prism,the flow breaks into several 

http://www.ijrti.org/
http://resolution.to/
http://level.to/
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seperate operations depending on the target profile.We can have cordon and 

screening ops,detect and denial ops,interdiction ops,influencing 

ops,exploitation ops,neutralization ops,force protection ops and CSS ops. 

 

Not one unit in India has this capability.The concept of multidimensional 

intelligence platoons ,each specialised in one particular intelligence 

discipline with its own tactics techniques and procedures for the complete 

and total exploitation of enemy,terrain and locals IS GROSSLY ABSENT. 

 

With all this in mind I created the int unit for CRPF in bijapur.India was 

getting it's first ever organic Intelligence system.But fate had 

another thought.Am sad. 

 

Like the conflict spectrum we also have the intelligence spectrum.From low 

level source ops at extreme left to Advance Warn intelligence one fourth 

the way to right to Actionable intelligence in middle,next intelligence 

from operations followed by advanced intelligence technical 

collection platforms.My system will give Advance Warn..why do we always 

have to lament for actionable intelligence? 

HOW CAN INTELLIGENCE BE WEAPONIZED? 

 

We can apply the same combat tactics and techniques to 

intelligence.Intelligence is not only "source" based information 

collection as it is in India.Interrogation is not the only means of 

forcible collection.Intelligence is Multidimensional.The more you think of 

it as a multidimensional system of warfare the more avenues will come up 

for exploration. 

That's the point.Multidimensional.A system of warfare.Akin to 

Combat.Combat as the claws of the Force with Intelligence as it's teeth. 

 

In my earlier posts i gave the Battle Equations only to highlight this 

point that intelligence is in reality an attacking system.The more we 

think equation wise the more we will come up with attack configurations 

and maneuvering systems. 

 

Imagine intelligence as a stream hitting the Target Prism breaking out in 

seperate Intelligence operations,each operation as per each targets 

attributes for Exploitation. 

 

STEPS: 

1.Intelligence preparation of the Area of Ops.Create covert infrastructure 

by embedding Fwd and Area Tactical command control nodes,observation and 

listening posts,command posts, Counterintelligence Control Line. 

2.Insert covert and overt HUMINT teams,Combat service support and 

http://www.ijrti.org/
http://thought.am/
http://platforms.my/
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TACHUMINT teams. 

3.Develop first phase equations to detect and identify all nodes for 

exploitation or attack. 

4.Execute operations. 

5.Develop second phase equations of 

attack,compromise,influencing,neutralization,exploitation,prosecution,deni

al and find out tactics combination and maneuver strategies. 

6.Execute. 

 

Appendix: 

DRUG CARTEL INTEL BATTLE OPERATING FACTORS: 

 

HC2= Higher HQ command control.DN=Decision Nodes.CSS= Cartel Combat 

Support Service including CI,hit teams.DPT: Cartel decision passage tree 

Nodes.CLN=Cartel logistics nodes,storage/route security nodes.CLF=Cartel 

logistics facilitators. 

 

DEA INTEL BOF:- 

1.FIELD OFFICERS,HANDLERS, RECONNAISSANCE AND SURVEILLANCE TEAM LEADERS=C2 

2.COVERT OPS NODES=TACTICAL HQ/C2 

3.COVERT CONTROL NODES IN ENEMY TERRAIN=FWD TACTICAL C2 

4.COVERT COMMUNICATIONS=COMM 

5.HUMINT,TACHUMINT=FIREPOWER 

6.INT AGENTS= WPN DELIVERY PLATFORMS 

7.HUMINT TACTICS,TACHUMINT TACTICS, RECONNAISSANCE AND 

SURVEILLANCE,TACTICAL HUMAN EXPLOITATION,ELICITATION,INTERROGATION= BATTLE 

TTPs 

8.INFLUENCE TARGETING,NON KINETIC ATTACK MODES= MANEUVER 

9.COUNTERINTELLIGENCE=CSS 

PROSECUTION,OTHER POLICE ASSISTANCE=CSS 

10.TTPs and INFLUENCE OPS TO FACILITATE MOVEMENT=MOBILITY 

11.TACHUMINT,OTHER TASK ORGANIZED ASSETS=FORMATION 

12.ENEMY TERRAIN=DEEP FWD AREA 

13.VILLAGES,ENEMY FREQUENTED CIVIL AREAS=FWD AREA 

FURTHER:- 

DEMARCATE AREA OF OPS, DIVIDED FURTHER INTO SECTORS AND SUBAREA 

DEFINE BASE HQ 

DEFINE REAR AREA 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.ijrti.org/
http://6.int/
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DANTEWADA,URI,PULWAMA 

 

Anecdote. 

 

It was the day of Dantewada massacre that I changed my intelligence 

pursuits from learning to application to force Protection.Till that date I 

was extensively studying US and Israel int doctrines,field manuals but did 

not step into the realm of surgery of the tactics techniques and 

procedures and find out what was amiss in these military literatures. 

Dantewada shifted my attention area.Till then force protection was 

established in USA army but was only limited to bases and safety in 

transit.There was minimal involvement of intelligence and 

Counterintelligence in shaping FP doctrine.There was and still today no FP 

in Ops.The standard Intelligence preparation of the battlefield did not 

incorporate what I term in my lingo FP Intelligence.No one thought that 

the death of one soldier or destruction of one weapon system in base was 

IN EFFECT a loss of one full unit capability.Death of soldiers were 

accepted and soon forgotten.Critical reviews yes we're conducted but again 

the same story ,stringent but passive measures.Focus was more on the 

defensive side and less on enemy behaviour with respect to diff force 

protection conditions.Dantewada did not have persistent intelligence 

surveillance and reconnaissance operations history.The fort mentality is a 

precursor of FP failures.Once inside,all was assumed safe.But they WONT go 

out of camp!!! Once garrisoned inside you give the Outside Perimeter Area 

and all adjoining area full free for all for insurgents,it's their 

controlled territory. 

 

I had to think.I must incorporate intelligence and Counterintelligence in 

FP ops.I started restudying US and other nations FP doctrines.The human 

terrain provided the red flags for a FP specific offensive measure by 

insurgents.Ambush,IED Capture all had hidden indicators,topographical, 

demographic or the local human populace.Exploitation was necessary using 

int and CI.Surveillance was necessary to detect dry runs.What emerged from 

these thoughts in my mind was the need of a covert intelligence setup to 

extract FP intelligence,not combat intelligence or actionable 

intelligence.For every movement of troops,for every camp or 

installation,for every combat ops,there was a particular activity profile 

that was tenable to a particular or mix of enemy offensive action and THE 

STARTING POINT of this enemy action with roots in the local physical, 

demographic or population had to be found out USING INT AND CI sensors 

activated by the covert int setup,well in advance of the enemy attack.So I 

designed low level CI ops specifically for FP. 

 

Uri happened.By that time I had written concepts,tactics for FP 

intelligence.But Uri incident kicked me up from a slumber.Intelligence 

http://www.ijrti.org/
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must be weaponized.Pulwama reinforced my thoughts and experiments and I 

shifted again into the realm of intelligence as combat. 

 

Eyes paining.ill stop writing now.i had lots to say.Nagaland.The 

colnel,wife,child dead. 

 

I can't sleep when soldiers die.I had lots to say. 

 

Note for IPS,Paramil 

 

Two structures define the World.All human activities,mental and physical 

have roots in these two structures. 

 

I'll put it very very briefly. 

 

A restrictive structure constrains our thinking,our actions as per set 

defined rules and norms.We cannot break out of this.90% of human 

activities in world are routine,following the same daily cycle and as we 

term it,work is going on. 

 

An army infantry unit follows SOP which is a restrictive 

structure.Regimental training follows set tactics and techniques which is 

restrictive. 

 

A commanders experience is a restrictive structure.He will 

decide,act,evaluate, plan as per his experience. 

 

LIBERATING STRUCTURE: Here we devise a system of thinking that helps us to 

ESCAPE from our experience based thinking and actions.We can think 

irrational to provoke a stream of thought processes eventually arriving to 

a new rational concept or action backed by sound logic 

 

My system of intelligence as combat arm,or thinking of battles as 

equations follows a liberating structure..am escaping from standard 

military doctrine,from ages old military warfare types and am exploring 

beyond the realm of experience 

 

Be it defence,govt, business all are prey to restrictive structures 

enforcing fixed SOPs and set of rules of governance. 

 

WE MUST BREAK OUT USING LIBERATING STRUCTURES. 

 

Am only saying liberating structures will extend the domain of 

SOPs,tactics and techniques and hence introduce enhanced versatility. 

Am not doing away with existing SOPs etc.Am only extending the envelope. 

http://www.ijrti.org/
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Design: 

A combat unit is trained with adequate or enhanced reflexes and minimal 

response time for one'type of battlespace configuration.SF can do very 

well in narrow channels of offensive action,with limited mission 

objectives,short time span in a surgically rapid insertion and egress 

mode. 

You deploy them for larger conflict involving multiple mission objectives 

and an enemy which is not "few concentrated targets" but of wider battle 

order,a mission which entails a longer conflict duration,SF can't perform. 

Similarly an infantry unit cannot be deployed for surgical missions. 

 

So we have specialised army units for diff battlespace configurations.A 

situation may arise during a tactical battle where one specialised Unit 

during the course of operations is forced to switch to a diff environment 

unexpectedly.Soldiers must be adaptable to adapt to varying situations.A 

unit from a conventional battle front is deployed in Assam jungle 

terrain.There is a rapid change in TTPs.Adaptability is needed. 

Embedding combat elements in int teams gives the team versatility ,force 

protection,depth,and combines exploitation with "fighting for information" 

capability.SF units can be given basic training in document 

exploitation,captured Enemy equipment 

exploitation,interrogation,surveillance and reconnaissance and then these 

units during the course of their normal SF mission can exploit there 

targets "intelligence wise" also. 

 

INTELLIGENCE FOR NCB 

 

How do we configure intelligence for application to policing in the domain 

of drugs crime,say in a city like Mumbai,Kanpur or in Mexico. 

 

Intelligence applications and configurations has always been associated 

with Army and Services and National Security.Policing has always 

investigation as the common denominator.There is a personnel from IB 

attached to every PS but his activities cannot purely be termed as 

intelligence support.In fact for IB and derivatives in NCB the 

intelligence cycle is not implemented,intelligence is never seen as an 

Operation but an activity and the bulk of information collection hinges on 

the " Source". 

 

A proper intelligence preparation of the city is never done.Main point is 

drug criminal nexus is not treated as " Enemy" but as people to be 

apprehended and prosecuted." Enemy Centric" approach in policing will 

invariably bring in Intelligence as an enabler of investigations and 

activities will take the shape of "operations".Enemy mindset is very 

important...once that is ingrained parallels will be evident between Army 

http://www.ijrti.org/
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and Policing. 

 

The Enemy even if he is a criminal and not conventional foe in the 

military sense definitely will have: 

1.Command Control nodes spread out in City 

2.Its own intelligence network 

3.Its own counterintelligence,for example to create insider threat in 

police organization's 

4.Logistics 

5.Armed hitmen as its combat service support 

6.Humint operations like sourcing,influencing,deterrence of police 

actions, 

7.Reconnaissance and Surveillance operations 

8.Force Protection of its personnel 

9.Communications 

10.Manuever 

11.Mobility and Countermobility. 

 

A thoroughly planned intelligence preparation of the city to find out all 

the above Enemy variables is the first step. 

 

Once that is done intelligence is generated using the steps in 

intelligence cycle and intelligence products are printed out for Course of 

Action wargaming and as I will put it in words,Police Decision Making 

Process PDMP.The intelligence products are: 

Threat Assessment 

Intelligence Estimate 

Vulnerability Assessment 

Counterintelligence Summary 

 

Once all these are compiled they are fed into the Police Tactical 

Operations Center PTOC.The PTOC will have personnel Manning the: 

Intelligence Requirements Desk 

Collection Mgmt Desk 

Assets Mgmt Desk 

Intelligence Desk 

Source Mgmt Desk 

Liaison Desk 

Technical Control Desk 

Counterintelligence Desk 

Lateral,subordinate and higher HQ desk LSHD 

 

The PTOC feeds into Police higher HQ and has communication channels with 

lateral HQs,subordinate units and ground tactical teams.It is the nerve 

centre of all planning,operations and joint maneuver.A set of few simple 

computers with internet will give the PTOC an intelligence server with the 

capability to actuate sensors and operations personnel depending on live 

http://www.ijrti.org/
http://teams.it/
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updates to server by ground tactical teams and personnel via secure 

communication system. 

 

The PTOC will open the way to a more comprehensive,reliable and accurate 

investigation cycle. 

 

 

 

INTELLIGENCE BRIEF FOR NCB DEA 

 

In my preceding post i dwelt briefly on intelligence preparation of the 

city to aid drug crime investigations.An intelligence led investigations 

approach can literally dismantle and finally cripple the drug cartel or 

organization. 

 

It is very very important,as pointed out in my earlier post,that we have 

the "Enemy Centric" approach..treating the criminal adversary nexus as 

Enemy not criminals to be prosecuted.This will be an integrated effort 

enabler akin to military lines of action.It is very true the Enemy in this 

case does not have the battle order,organization structure,formation like 

a conventional military foe but upon close inspection,the drugs based 

Enemy DOES HAVE all battlefield operating systems of command 

control,comm,logistics, Intelligence and Counterintelligence ops,and 

maneuver,mobility and countermobility...in a asymmetric distributed non 

linear fashion.All this because after all drug crime is an organized crime 

setup,not loose criminals,hence it has covert intelligence,command control 

and operations framework. 

 

However rudimentary the use of information by the Enemy, nevertheless the 

Enemy DEPENDS on information for its operations more than NCB or law 

enforcement agencies.The spectrum of information usage is wide,ranging 

from information about security threats from NCB to targets in police-

civil administration for influencing or creating insider threats to 

Counterintelligence infiltration or penetration.We must note at this 

juncture the Enemy is NOT adept in conducting it's information collection 

and processing as per the standard intelligence cycle as it has no 

standard of intelligence training like the military.This is a very big 

plus point for NCB or DEA if they get indoctrinated in exact tactics, 

techniques of intelligence and Counterintelligence and collection 

management and above all,intelligence operations.So comparatively the 

Drugs Cartel or organization will always be at a disadvantage in terms of 

intelligence war.They do not know the proper procedures in 

collection,analysis of intelligence or cannot wargame to plan and execute 

operations.But if NCB or DEA adopts the intelligence battle 

mindset,implements a rigorous training for its personnel, creates 

http://www.ijrti.org/
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specialised Intelligence teams with a coordinated network of C2,it can 

defeat all adversary intent and operations and pave the way for a proper 

intelligence fed investigations and prosecution. 

 

What is most important is that law enforcement agencies like DEA NCB must 

realize that intelligence applied to policing is not only the American 

method of community policing BUT a total offensive and defensive system 

with its own TTPs ,ops and the main contributor to Force Protection.The 

hierarchy should take the decision to conduct total integrated training of 

selected personnel in all intelligence disciplines,expose them in classes 

to military use of HUMINT and CI,the various operations and covert intel 

C2,comm,collection and maneuver. 

 

 

INTELLIGENCE FOR NCB 

 

Today I'll touch on one facet of intelligence preparation of the city.We 

are treating the drugs nexus as the Enemy to warrant intelligence 

operations on military lines. 

 

The very first step for NCB is to get complete situational awareness.Dont 

be cowed down by the very non linear covert disposition of the enemy 

scattered in the city.Imtelligence can be applied systematically to such 

an uncertain urban battlespace. 

 

To get a perfect situational awareness we need to structure a Threat 

Assessment report,which is an intelligence product to enable NCB Commander 

to set up intelligence requirements. 

 

The TA report takes into account Enemy disposition,it's C2 nodes,tactics 

and techniques used to thwart NCB efforts- to target police,NCB,govt 

administration for insider threats and to penetrate/infiltrate so as to 

know in advance agencies operations,assassination and hit teams,ground 

tactical teams and strength who control and coordinate 

informers,sources,drug caches,storage and movement security,sympathizers 

and facilitators,important agencies and govt compromised 

personnel,particular routes,zones and areas conducive for drugs 

logistics,the HUMINT and Counterintelligence structure as drug agents 

depend solely on extracted information,surveillance assets,social 

protocols,contacts who indirectly abet drug crime, extent of peddler 

network and Peddlar local commanders,propensity to use weapons or resort 

to capture,kidnapping,extortion,city sector and area commanders,mobility 

in city and operatives to aid evasion of detection and seizure of 

shipments at check points and road blocks. 

 

http://www.ijrti.org/
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The TA process should not be short but extensive in order to determine all 

of the above.The NCB must train and create a robust intelligence unit,with 

specialization in HUMINT CI Force Protection and Deception 

cell.Intelligence specialised teams can use tactical 

questioning,interrogation,document and equipment 

exploitation,elicitation,influencing ops,offensive 

Counterintelligence,static and mobile surveillance to treat the city in 

order to prepare the Threat Assessment Report. 

 

Once this is done it is sent to the tactical operations centre TOC where 

it is edited formatted so that information requirements arising out of 

current ENEMY situation can be formulated.These requirements are passed on 

to NCB commander who with his Ops and Int plus Investigation staff will 

red team and determine courses of action.A new cycle of HUMINT and 

investigators teams deployment commences in order to collect information 

from indicators corresponding to each information requirement.All this 

will lead finally to prosecution and capture of drug shipments and 

dismantle of Enemy org and support assets. 

 

Appendix: 

Threat Assessment guidelines: 

Information on: 

Leadership 

Enemy C2 nodes 

Enemy higher HQ, lateral HQ and tactical ground units locations 

Enemy decision passage tree nodes 

Enemy sympathizers 

Enemy facilitators 

Enemy Logistics routes,nodes 

Enemy HUMINT structure 

Enemy CI 

 

 WAR AGAINST DRUGS 

What is lacking in NCB or DEA 

 

1.Lack of comprehension of the fact that drug criminals depend mostly on 

intelligence.Information sourcing ops is their safeguard against a much 

more powerful armed and organized Agency.To offset this asymmetry 

intelligence is crucial for them and acts as Force Multiplier. 

 

2.Lack of the "Enemy Centric" approach.NCB considers drugs nexus as 

criminals and criminal enterprise not Enemy.An Enemy Centric approach will 

provoke military style thinking leading to exploration of hitherto 

untested waters of intelligence driven policing.Not intelligence led 

policing like community policing in USA which is not the answer against 

Drugs Cartels. 

http://www.ijrti.org/
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3.Lack of the initiative to use intelligence and Counterintelligence in 

Antidrug operations.It is more investigation and prosecution. 

 

4.Lack of the mindset to use intelligence as a combat arm.Lack of the 

effort to visualise intelligence weapon systems,intelligence weapon 

delivery platforms,intelligence TTPs as weapons,intelligence maneuver. 

 

5.Lack of the very important understanding of intelligence and 

Counterintelligence as enablers of Force Protection,so as to prevent the 

deaths of operators due to ambush ,capture and kidnapping.Force Protection 

must be priority number one. 

 

6.Lack of the understanding that intelligence tasks are not activities but 

full operations.Corresponding to each target characteristic or profile 

there is one distinct type of intelligence operation. 

 

7.Lack of the understanding that Agency personnel are the best sensors and 

not "sources".For this is required a thorough training of personnel in all 

military tactics,techniques and procedures of intelligence and 

Counterintelligence and how to configure and adapt to civilian battlespace 

 

8.Lack of maneuver in intelligence operations.Well there is actually no 

vestige of "intelligence operations" so this factor was never understood 

or thought of. 

 

9.Lack of a Tactical Operations Center to receive seperately all 

information routed to seperate functional desks,technical control of 

TTPs,analysis-synthesis of information feeds and top down and bottom up 

intelligence push capability,control of lateral subordinate and higher HQ 

elements,4 way communication,capability to actuate sensors based on 

intelligence from street teams and more. 

 

10.Lack of creating intelligence products compatible with drugs 

battlespace.No intelligence preparation of the city and villages.No 

collection protocol to create intelligence and situational awareness 

products.No threat assessment,threat summary,Counterintelligence led 

intelligence cycle protection report,force protection review,vulnerability 

and criticality review and other products for a civilian drug battlespace. 

 

11.Lack of integrated attempt to detect Enemy disposition,command control 

nodes,higher HQ and subordinate units,combat service support like hit 

teams and Counterintelligence,liaison network,enemy intelligence 

network,facilitators and sympathizers and force protection units.Lack of 

the understanding that despite a non military enemy with no discernible 

uniforms or HQs and mixing with the civil population,IT STILL HAS THE 

ABOVE SAID NODES,HQs and ASSETS.Let the battlespace be asymmetric,non 

http://www.ijrti.org/
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linear,distributed..no problem.THEY ARE THERE,CAN BE FOUND OUT AND 

INTELLIGENCE OPERATIONS ON MILITARY LINES CAN BE APPLIED. 

 

12.Lack of an intensive integrated preliminary effort to prepare the city 

for an intelligence battle.By embedding covert tactical command control 

centers,tactical communication network,observation posts and command 

posts,Counterintelligence control line by placing agents in all road 

blocks and check points to counter enemy mobility and seize consignments 

and screen for enemy agents,embedded Force protection cells,insertion of 

HUMINT and TACHUMINT teams,contact network between all command control 

nodes and demarcation of forward area,rear area and deep forward area 

corresponding to heightened drugs activity zone,agency controlled zone and 

cartel leadership and high security zone respectively. 
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WAR AGAINST DRUGS 

 

We need to restructure existing police organization's like NCB or DEA so 

that intelligence driven Investigation capability is achieved. 

 

Apart from the immediate subordinate of the DIG NCB and the lateral 

command nodes with respect to that or those subordinates one level below 

the DIG echelon,it is necessary to create another subordinate command 

control C2 node,viz Police Intelligence with an officer of rank ACP 

delegated to oversee it.He will be assisted by an intelligence staff and 

operations staff.This intelligence staff section will advise in all 

matters beginning with situational awareness,intelligence 

planning,formulation of intelligence requirements,see to it that ops staff 

section integrate intelligence,understand intelligence requirements.The 

intelligence staff section will also supervise the Assets Management Unit 

and Collection Management Unit.There must be one intermediary staff 

officer in between Int and Ops staff section, namely the Ops Int Staff 

Officer OISO who understands both Intelligence requirements and operations 

planning.The OISO will integrate intelligence and operations by advising 

both the Intelligence and operations staff sections so that in effect 

intelligence drives operations. 

 

The Police Intelligence CO,that is the ACP will formulate his intent of 

operations subsequent to the enhancement of his situational awareness by 

Staff and there must a command control hierarchy embedded in the standard 

police intelligence hierarchy to transmit his intent to every level in the 

command chain down till the field personnel.This is extremely important as 

commanders intent drives operations.There should at least be one Senior 

JCO at each subordinate level down till ground level who will communicate 

the ACPs intent and intelligence requirements to active duty personnel at 

each level. 

 

In horizontal level below ACP we add three more.Communications 

Unit,Technical control unit and Counterintelligence unit.Am giving 

Counterintelligence a seperate distinct position in the command control 

hierarchy as I don't want Counterintelligence to get lost in intelligence 

domain and get relegated to back bench.Counterintelligence apart from 

offensive and defensive functions also protects the intelligence assets 

and has a distinct role to play in Force Protection.Its command should be 

housed in a seperate cubicle.The technical control unit will see to it 

that correct and appropriate tactics techniques and procedures are in use 

and will study intelligence failures and recommend measures.It will also 

play an important part in updating and altering police intelligence 

doctrine. 

 

Below this level we will have the Commander Intelligence Section.Colocated 

with this node will be the tactical operations center for 

planning,coordinating intelligence operations and acting as the main node 

to connect forward,rear and base HQs and lateral and vertical patchup with 

the other operational units and decision nodes of NCB.The Commander 

Intelligence section will have under him the various intelligence 

speciality teams,the HUMINT team,the Counterintelligence team,the Tactical 

Exploitation team ,the Reconnaissance and Surveillance team,the Topography 

team,OSINT team,Force protection cells and liaison cell. 

http://www.ijrti.org/
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The total number of such teams will be maximum 10.There will be task 

organization of intelligence and Counterintelligence assets or also with 

the other assets. 

I have given a very simple basic structure to embed in a police 

organization.Later I'll detail how to initiate,plan and execute Antidrug 

ops based on this command structure. 

  

 

 

Today I wrote to Gen VK Singh State Minister on the effort he is giving to 

get me create Army Intelligence Battalion,the first ever in Indian Army. 

 

"The effort we apply for instance the unit is usually viewed as a 

behavioural event timeline. 

 

I believe Effort also has physically thought dimensions of length breadth 

height and dimension of Time.If we think this way we can optimize the 

Volume of Effort that is we can quantify the effort applied and maximize 

it. 

 

The length of Effort is the extent of influence applied.Be it 

mental,physical or any other attribute.The breadth is the axis where the 

effort is applied,the influence targets amenability line.The height is the 

hierarchy of effort.Length x breadth is the Area of Influence and (Length 

x breadth x height) is the Total volume of Effort.This must be optimised 

given a fixed length breadth and height of Effort.And this rectangular 

Effort shape moves along the Time axis. 

 

For the same volume of effort,i.e.the shape of the Effort cube there can 

be corresponding alterations in length breadth and height.If we increase 

base area of influence we must reduce height ( hierarchy) to maintain the 

same volume of effort.So to increase influence with greater scope of 

targets amenability ( length x breadth) we must have small hierarchy of 

effort.There must be very few and powerful decision makers.If we increase 

the height,that is more hierarchy,more decision makers get 

involved,reducing amenability ( breadth) and influence (length) is also 

reduced to maintain the same volume,which indicates influence is 

diminished due to scattered dissipation as more less amenable hierarchy is 

involved. 

 

So for example in our unit the less the hierarchical decision making nodes 

the better for a fixed amount of influence and amenability." 

____________________________________ 

http://www.ijrti.org/
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If readers on LinkedIn have gone through my posts till now on Intelligence 

War on Drugs and Terrorism they will understand I am writing on totally 

different lines than any military doctrine in the World. 

I also hope I can contribute to the efficiency of Narcotics Control Bureau 

and Drug Enforcement Agency.What is only required is the mindset of the 

NCB hierarchy to realise the importance of intelligence to drive 

investigations. 

 

Thank You 

 

 

  

   Bijapur Chattisgarh Pilot Unit Platoon 

Career Snapshot 

Antiterrorist.Officer ID No:A7949976535G 

From: S&I Tampa Florida.USA. 

 

Global Trainer -Antiterrorism/Intel 

Antisabotage Certified Officer ASC 

Certified Protection Officer CPO 

Certified Master Antiterrorism Officer-CMAS(USA) 

http://www.ijrti.org/
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The portfolios given below are honours bestowed , based in India , non-

remunerative but full authority to decide and act on courses 

administration and independent full charge of WAR COLLEGE 

1.  Present : Vice President (Committees) Antiterrorism Accreditation 
Board.OIS Coordinator/Exam Designer ATAB WAR COLLEGE USA.  

2. Launched  WAR COLLEGE in USA in 2008.In Europe in April 2020.Designed 
CIO COURSE.  

3. Present : Advisor RIEAS (Athens Greece) 
4. Present : Advisor European Intelligence Academy (Athens Greece) 

 
CRPF Intelligence and Counterintelligence 

Combat Forces Trainer 

 

 

 

CRPF Intelligence and Counterintelligence Trainer Chattisgarh 

Intelligence Pilot Unit (CRPF) Incharge 

Five years Terrorism Research/Studies 

Intelligence Ind Taskings Fort William HQEC 

24 yrs Intelligence HUMINT/CI/TACHUMINT studies/field work 

Managing open-source intelligence, counterintelligence course as course 

administrator, authoring manuals on 

Intelligence/counterintelligence/antiterrorism. 

Liaison with army/parallel int agencies in kolkata. 

Recent Achievements 

Taken up as Sr  President ATAB USA 

Antiterrorism Officer credential from S2 Institute USA 

Authorized by ATAB USA to impart training in 

intelligence/counterintelligence to security forces combating insurgency 

and terrorism   

Board Member College of Asian Studies , Greece 

Board Member , European Intelligence Academy,Athens 

Advisor in Counter/Antiterrorism/Intel RIEAS Greece 

Launch (preliminary stage) of first ever easy access Counterintelligence 

course on web for verified Security professional’s only. Non profit 

dissemination. 

http://www.ijrti.org/
http://www.goatab.com/certification.html
http://www.rieas.gr/about-us/organization
http://www.euintelligenceacademy.eu/about
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Authored the first ever Doctrinal Manuals on HUMINT , Company level 

intelligence capability & Force Protection enabled by 

Counterintelligence 

Nominated as Fellow of New Westminster College , Canada. Other Indian 

Distinguished Fellows are Late Prime Minister India I.K.Gujral. General 

V.K.Singh , Lt Gen .Malik. 

2017-Taken over ES2 Project for Launching American Military TTPs in 

Indian Army. 

Computer Skills 

Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Access, Outlook,Cybercrime,Cyber 

Intelligence,Algorithm preparation for Battle TTPs in COIN. 

Mission Statement 

My mission is to perform so efficiently that I may succeed..in my own 

little way..to remove the stigma on CI..that it is not prestigious..is not 

fast track..only complements intelligence..and deliver the goods so well 

that young officers will be attracted to follow us in what we know is a 

noble profession and where the need is so great. 

Further.. Any CI program worthy of the name has to be able to engage the 

opposition on the street. And when we do go to the street, we have to be 

the best service there.If we are beaten on the street, it is worse than 

not having been there at all.I want to be the best on the street. And NOT 

concede it to enemy intelligence. 

  

Intelligencer/Antiterrorism Officer 

His expertise consist of the following: 

1. Adequate knowledge of Intelligence Management, 
2. Enterprise and Architecture. Indications & Warning. 
3. Policy formulation 
4. Adequate knowledge of HUMINT/CI TTPs 
5. Force Protection. 
6. Counterintelligence Review. 
7. Terrorism Threat Assessment and Criticality Analysis 
8. (CARVER) 
9. Access Control. 
10. Administering online course in intelligence/counterintelligence—

advanced concepts applicable to terrorism and insurgency.  

  

Key Skills 

 Threat profiling 

 Threat Assessment 

 CARVER 

 Surveillance 

 Interviewing-Interrogation-Elicitation 

http://www.ijrti.org/
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 Devising & applying  Compliance Controls 

 OSINT 

 Understanding deception 

 Cyber crime 

 Authoring texts/training manuals on 

Intelligence/Counterintelligence/Terrorism. 

 Administrator of online Counterintelligence Course. 

 Understanding HUMINT/Counterintelligence Architecture 

 Managing 16  Committees from every security domain as Senior Vice 

President- delegating/allocating resources/ensuring 

compliance/indoctrining-training/managing training repository/Preparing 

Summary findings and making Recommendations. 

 

1. REGISTERED TRAINER IN ANTITERRORISM 
& COUNTERINSURGENCY INTEL. 

2. ANTITERRORISM OFFICER REGN number :A7949976535G 
3. CERTIFIED MASTER ANTITERRORISM SPECIALIST REGN NUMBER:097265 
4. CERTIFED ANTISABOTAGE SPECIALIST - AMERICAN COLLEGE OF FORENSIC 

EXAMINERS USA 

5. CERTIFIED CRISIS RESPONSE COORDINATOR - ACFEI USA 
6. CERTIFIED PROTECTION OFFICER CPO - IFPO USA 

 

Education 

1. Associate Degree Military Science 
2. ATO Course Graduate S2 Institute Tampa Florida USA 
3. Dip. Criminology(Associated College , UK) 
4.   
5. Dip. Project Management 

Courses/Certifications 

2006-2009: 

 Certified Master Antiterrorism Specialist  (CMAS) Certification from 

Antiterrorism Accreditation Board USA 

 Certified Antiterrorism Specialist (CAS) Certification from 

Antiterrorism Accreditation Board USA 

 Antiterrorism Officer (CERTIFIED) credential from S2 INSTITUTE OF 

SAFETY & INTELLIGENCE , USA 

 Ant sabotage Certified (ASC) credential from The American College of 

Forensics Examiners 

 Crisis Response Co-coordinator (CRC) credential from The  American 

College of Forensics Examiners 

 Certified Protection Officer (CPO) from International Foundation of 

Protection Officers--USA. 

 Certified HUMAN RESOURCES PROFESSIONAL  CHRP Expertrating. 

 SAC Dip in Criminology from Stonebridge Associated College 

 Level 3 NCFE Award certificate in criminology 

 International. 
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 Course: National Security & Defense Strategy 

from Interamerican Defense College. 

 Certificate in Homeland Security: Defining Directives, Organization 

and Policies 

 Certificate in Tactics for Counterterrorism--Classen-Bucks Seminar 

USA 

 Certificate in Counter-Terrorism Incident Command 

 Certificate in Risk Management and Violence in Undercover Operations-

-Multijurisdictional 

 Counterdrug Taskforce Training Program , MCTFT. 

 NATO Military Decision Planning 

 Certificate in Analytical Investigative Tools, MCTFT 

 Certificate in Explosives,Boobytraps & Bomb threat management,MCTFT 

 Certificate in Global Terrorism from Peace Operations Training 

Institute, UNO 

 Certificate in UN Police: Restoring Civil Order following Hostilities 

from POTI UNO 

 Certificate in criminal profiling from IFS India. 

 Certificate in criminal intelligence analysis. 

 Certificate in Information Quality Assurance 

 Certificate in Competitive Intelligence 

 Certificate in Psychology of Cyberspace 

 Certificate in Negotiation & Interrogation 

 Military Police Intelligence  
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